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INTRODUCTION 
The transport of energy plays an important role in the design of almost 
every industrial process. Usually the chemical engineer is primarily con­
cerned with the conduction and convection modes of heat transfer. However 
the advent of the space age has "brought about a renewed interest in the 
field of thermal radiation transfer processes. Thermal radiation provides 
a workable means for transferring waste heat from space vehicles. It also 
is an important mechanism of heat transfer in furnaces, gas turbines, and 
various propulsion devices for aerospace vehicles. In certain cases, 
radiation heat transfer can be significant even at low temperatures. As 
an example, consider the case of heat transfer in supercritical, cryogenic 
oxygen in extended periods of zero-gravity space flight. Under conditions 
of zero-gravity there will be no convection heat transfer present. Since 
oxygen is such a poor conductor of heat, the effects of radiation heat 
transfer cannot be overlooked. The results of this research show this to 
be the case, radiation becomes an important factor well below room 
temperature. 
Since thermal radiation is or vill be important to industrial heat 
transfer processes, a basic understanding of the phenomenon is essential 
for the design engineer. A rigorous mathematical description of radiation 
can be written, but the rigorous treatment becomes unwieldy when applied to 
practical design problems. For this reason, several approximate descrip­
tions for radiant transfer in radiating fluids have been proposed in the 
literature. The assumptions made in thege approximations appear to severe­
ly limit their application to practical problems. A typical assumption is 
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that the absorption coefficient for a fluid is constant (independent of 
temperature). It has been shoim theoretically that the absorption coeffi­
cient is a strong function of the fluid density, thus making it dependent 
upon the temperature. Therefore, the assumption of a constant absorption 
coefficient would seem to- result in a good approximation only when thé 
fluid contains small temperature gradients. 
The purpose of the present research program has been to formulate a 
description of the radiation process, in a radiating fluid, which is as 
accurate as possible, and to use this as a basis for evaluating the more 
approximate methods which might be used for design purposes. This formu­
lation has accounted for the possibility of a temperature variable absorp­
tion coefficient. The method of formulation automatically sets up the 
problem in a form which lends itself to numerical solution. Exact numeri­
cal solutions of the radiation formulation combined with the conduction 
terms of the equation of energy were found. The results were valuable in 
making observations about the mechanism of thermal radiaticir.' Tlie approxi­
mate solutions, for both conduction-radiation and radiation-only cases, 
were compared to the rigorous results and evaluated. 
All of the above solutions were obtained for the specific case of heat 
transfer in a supercritical, cryogenic oxygen storage tank. This is a 
problem of practical importance in the aerospace industry. Even though 
only one system has been investigated, the properties of other radiating 
fluids behave in somewhat the same way as those of oxygen. Therefore, for 
comparable ranges of the physical properties, the results could be extended 
to those fluids also. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Energy can be transferred by three principal mechanisms in a homogeneous 
fluid; conduction, convection, and radiation. The extent to which each 
occurs depends upon the physical situation. In a majority of engineering 
situations, only conduction and convection are important. However all sub­
stances, whether solid, liquid, or gas, are capable of emitting and absorb­
ing radiant energy. Therefore, it is good practice to estimate the magni-
tude of the radiant energy contribution in each heat transfer problem that 
arises to check whether or not radiation is significant. 
The equations which describe conduction and convection are of a differ­
ent character than those which describe radiation. The conduction - convec­
tion equations may be derived by writing an energy balance for a small 
volume element. In writing the energy balance it is necessary to know the 
conditions in the immediate neighborhood of the element. These conditions 
can satisfactorily be described by the temperature gradient, according to 
Fourier's Law of heat conduction. Thus the differential equation is written 
in terms of the temperature gradient. Writing an energy balance which in­
cludes radiant energy is a more complex problem. When radiant energy is 
emitted it travels through the surrounding atmosphere until it is absorbed. 
In most cases this involves distances greater than what could be considered 
the immediate neighborhood. A volume element therefore receives energy not 
only from the immediate neighborhood, but also from sources which are at 
some distance away. Because radiant energy characteristically travels over 
a distance, the radiant energy term in the equation of energy becomes inte­
gral in form. Combination of the integral and differential terms form an 
integrodifferential equation. 
k 
One other factor which makes radiation heat transfer more complicated 
than conduction or convection is that radiative properties of engineering 
substances are not accurately known. Prohahly due to the lack of research 
in the field, there are limited data on radiative coefficients. 
Character of Radiation 
Heat rays possess all the characteristics of waves traveling through 
space. All the waves emitted from a substance travel at approximately the 
same velocity. However, they do differ in wavelength, and it is this dif­
ference which distinguishes heat rays from all others. It has been ob­
served that thermal radiation from heated substances below 5000°F. occurs 
in the infrared region of the spectrum (15). 
In general, when radiant energy travels into a medium, the energy can 
be absorbed, reflected, and transmitted. For gases a good approximation is 
that the reflectivity is negligible. The energy absorbed by the gas will be 
small compared to the energy transmitted through it. Liquids and solids ab­
sorb practically all incident' radiation in a thin layer just below their 
surface. The energy emitted by liquids and solids also comes from such a 
thin layer. The emission or absorption of energy by a fluid is caused by 
changes in the energy levels of the molecules in the fluid, in accordance 
with Planck's law (l): 
AE = hv (l) 
The energy level of each molecule can be expressed as the sum of the energies 
of the different modes of oscillation; electronic, nuclear, vibrational, and 
rotational. The electronic transitions give rise to lines in the visible 
and shorter wavelength regions. Changes in the nuclei shift the radiation 
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to extremely short waves. Vibrational and rotational transitions are the 
two of importance in thermal radiation because they occur in the infrared 
and far infrared regions respectively. 
Radiation in Gases 
Radiation in gases occurs only within-the limited wavelength bands 
which characterize the transitions of the molecules from one energy level 
to another. Liquids radiate in these same bands but they are so optically 
thick that they appear to be radiating almost like black bodies, which emit 
over all wavelengths. Therefore, gases are said to absorb selectively, 
being completely transparent to radiation outside of these bands. If the 
vibrational transitions were completely independent, radiant energy would 
be absorbed and emitted at a single frequency or in a small band around the 
characteristic frequency. However, rotational transitions, which are 
smaller energy transitions, are interrelated with the vibrational transi­
tions. This causes rotational effects to show up as a band of frequencies 
surrounding the vibrational frequency, usually in the shape of a normal dis­
tribution curve. Penner (38) has described the methods for calculating an 
average absorption coefficient over such a band. The calculation of an 
average absorption coefficient for each non-transparent band greatly simpli­
fies heat transfer calculations. The use of the mean absorption coefficient 
eliminates the need for integrating the monochromatic absorption coefficient 
over all wavelengths. 
Carbon dioxide and water vapor are two gases of engineering importance 
which exhibit significant radiation characteristics. Other good radiators 
include carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and methane. However, many 
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industrially important gases such as Oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen are 
transparent to radiation under normal conditions. These are examples of 
homonuclear diatomic molecules. When such molecules are unperturbed they 
exhibit no vibrational-rotational absorption as a result of dipole transi­
tions (12). However, about 1951 several research groups found that signi­
ficant infrared absorption could be induced in homonuclear diatomic mole­
cules by compressing the gas (8,10,11,12,13,24,35,42,^ 3,^ 7,53). Several 
theoretical treatments have been made since the experimental discovery 
(9j30,31,32,33,36,37,38,39,40,48,1+9,50,51). Qualitatively, dipole transi­
tions are believed to be induced by intermolecular forces during collisions. 
These collisions occur more frequently at high pressures than at moderate 
or low pressures. As a result, significant radiant energy can be emitted 
and absorbed by homonuclear diatomic molecules at elevated pressures. The 
quantity is large enough to make a substantial contribution to heat trans­
fer in high pressure engineering applications. 
Stellar Atmospheres 
One of the first attempts to describe a radiation field using well-
defined physical laws was made by Lord Rayleigh in I87I. He was interested 
in the illumination and polarization of sunlight in a stellar atmosphere. 
The name "stellar atmosphere" was coined by the astrophysicists and means 
an atmosphere in which the radiation flux travels a long distance, as radia­
tion from the sun or the stars. Rayleigh's problem was not properly formu­
lated and solved until seventy-five years later. Then Chandrasekhar (5) and 
Kourganoff (25), using the methods developed by earlier astrophysicists, pro­
posed the now accepted formulations and solutions. More recently physicists 
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have applied the same methods to the theory of neutron diffusion in which 
the same general equations arise. 
In his hook Radiative Transfer, Chandrasekhar is primarily interested 
in a plane-parallel atmosphere model, the typical assumptions made for 
stellar atmospheres. Because this is a semi-infinite model, it has its 
own characteristic method of solution. Consider a small cylindrical element 
of height ds in a stellar atmosphere. The energy in the frequency interval 
(v,v+dv), confined to a small element of solid angle, and passing normally 
through the faces-of-the cylinder in time dt is given by the "equation of 
transfer". 
dl 
where is the specific nomochromatic intensity of radiation, p is the 
density, and is the mass absorption coefficient for radiation of fre­
quency V. is the source function, which is a ratio of the emission 
coefficient to the absorption coefficient. The emission coefficient is 
defined as the amount of energy in the frequency interval (v,v+dv) emitted 
per unit mass into a confined solid angle. For a scattering atmosphere, 
is replaced by an appropriate function describing the scattering 
phenomena. An atmosphere which is of more engineering importance is one in 
thermodynamic equilibrium. This type of atmosphere is encountered, at least 
locally, for most practical applications. In this case, is replaced by 
the Planck function: 
e^ (T) = (2h v )^/C^ [exp(hv/kT)-l] (3) 
where k and h are the Boltzmann and Planck constants, respectively. An 
integration of the Planck function over all frequencies results in the 
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familiar : 
" li 
. / dv = aT (it) 
o 
where a is the Maxwell-Boltzmann constant. 
The radiant heat flux can be found hy integrating the monochromatic 
intensity with respect to the solid angle over an enclosing sphere. This 
integration is very complicated for real gases. Seay (4l) integrated the 
monochromatic flux between parallel plates "by the quadrature formulae of 
Gauss and Reiz. He calculated the flux between the two plates in the 
transparent wavelengths as if no gas were present. To this he added the 
flux in the absorbing bands, accounting for the gas being present. The 
sum gives the total heat transferred between the two plates. 
In most engineering calculations the effect of scattering is negligible 
and local thermodynamic equilibrium is usually an excellent approximation. 
Chandrasekhar and Kourganoff have solved astrophysics problems in mathe­
matically interesting and ingenious ways. Unfortunately for the engineer, 
stellar atmospheres are infinite in extent and the solutions developed are 
useful only as limiting cases. 
Scattering Atmospheres 
The scattering of radiant energy has been found to be significant for 
heat transfer in porous media. Chen, Larkin, and Churchill (6,7,27) found 
scattering to be important in packed beds, fluidized beds, and porous in­
sulation. They used a two-flux model to describe the coupled conduction-
convection-radiation heat transfer. The two fluxes, one forward and one 
backward, reduce the equation of transfer to two differential equations. 
The assumptions used in writing the equations were two-dimensional, steady-
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state, plug flow of an isotropic, gray medium between infinite plates. The 
energy balance led to the following equation (27): 
g 
k ^  + a(H+J) - 2aoT = pC v (5) 
8y  ^  ^
where "a" is the absorption cross section (ft /ft ), k is the thermal con­
ductivity, H and J are the forward and backward fluxes respectively in the 
y - direction, and v is the velocity. In order to solve Equation 5, the 
third term on the left was expanded in a Taylor series and truncated. The 
errors introduced by the truncation were found to be small. The advantage 
of using such a method is that the solution can be written in closed form 
with satisfactory engineering accuracy. An exact solution of Equation 5 
would require a time consuming iteration procedure. 
Love (28) made a theoretical investigation of anisotropic scattering 
in radiant heat transfer. He simplified the equation of transfer for a 
scattering, emitting, and absorbing medium by analyzing an axially symmetric, 
plane-parallel geometry. The scattering media were composed of uniform 
spherical particles, and the scattering functions were selected from the 
literature. Love concluded that the effect of scattering on the overall 
heat transfer was significant even for small optical separations of plates. 
Optically Thick and Optically Thin Atmospheres 
Before describing the approaches which currently characterize radia­
tion heat transfer most accurately, it is helpful to describe two extreme 
approximations. The definition of the radiation penetration length, also 
called the radiation mean free path will be useful in understanding the two 
approximations. Hirschfelder, eb al. (pp. 720ff.) (19) define this quantity 
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by the equation: 
- / (;;:^ )((iev/dT)dv/p/ (de^ /dT)dv (6) 
o V o 
First consider the optically thick or diffuse approximation. A medium 
is said to be optically thick if the penetration length is small in compari­
son with the characteristic length of the medium. Then the radiation trans­
fer will be almost the same as a diffusion process. ' The radiant energy is 
attenuated so rapidly that the transfer process is dependent only upon local 
conditions. The process, which is a direct analogy to heat conduction, may 
be thought of as energy being transported by photons traveling a radiation 
mean free path. The radiant heat flux equation is called the Rosseland 
approximation (ik): 
= - (4/3Ky) de/dy (?) 
where k = f C 
r •' — 
9e 
w 
o :k Be 
0) 
dto (8) 
A second approximation is designated "optically thin" because the 
penetration length is of the same order of magnitude as or larger than the 
characteristic dimension of the medium. Every element of the medium ex­
changes radiation directly with the bounding surfaces. Since there is 
negligible attenuation of radiant energy, the optically thin medium is also 
called a medium of negligible self-absorption. Cess (!<•) presents results 
which compare the two approximations for the case of radiation between 
black parallel plates. 
When radiation is the sole mode of heat transfer a steady state heat 
flux causes the temperature profile to be discontinuous at the walls. 
Teissier (ik) has attempted to account fax this by using the diffusion 
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approximation with jump boundary conditions. The discontinuity can be ex­
plained qualitatively as follows: the radiative flux which passes through 
the gas plane adjacent to the wall comes both from the wall and also from 
the gas a pénétrâtion-length-away. Therefore, the average temperature of 
this plane lies between the wall temperature and the pénétrâtion-length-
away gas temperature. Deissler-s'model allows the diffusion approximation 
to be extended to reasonably low values of optical thickness. When conduc­
tion is of comparable importance to radiation, the steady state temperature 
profile will appear continuous at the walls. If there is any conduction 
present, only an infinite flux will cause a discontinuity to appear. 
More Realistic Atmospheres 
For the current discussion "more realistic atmospheres" mean atmospheres 
which lie somewhere between optically thick and optically thin. The litera­
ture contains several approaches for handling the "more realistic" problem. 
When radiation heat transfer is described mathematically, the equation in­
variably becomes integrodifferential in character. Various assumptions must 
be made to reduce the equation to soluble form. It is precisely the dif­
ference in the simplifying assumptions which distinguish the various 
approaches reported in the literature. One of the common problems discussed 
in the literature is that of finding the heat exchange between two boundaries 
separated by an isothermal gas. Another is that of finding the temperature 
profile of an absorbing gas between boundaries of unequal temperature. The 
two most common assumptions are: (l) gray gas and (ll) constant absorption 
coefficient. In addition to integral, numerical, and iterative methods, 
the zone interchange (20), the network (electrical analogy) (l,3^ ), and the 
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Monte Carlo (21,22,23) methods have also teen used. These methods are 
almost always applied to steady state situations. 
Isothermal gas 
Two methods have "been used to describe the radiant transfer in an 
isothermal gas "between parallel plates. One applies the method of multiple 
reflections and the other, the direct integration of the equation of trans­
fer. In the method of multiple reflections, radiant energy is followed 
from its source through the absorbing gas, to a wall, back through the gas, 
to the other wall, and then repeats ad infinitum. Mathematically this can 
be written in terms of an infinite geometric series involving the wall 
emissivities and the gas absorptivities. 
Meghreblian (29) writes the energy balance for an absorbing gas between 
flat gray walls by using the method of multiple reflections. The tempera­
tures of the two surfaces are unequal, as are the emissivities. An effec­
tive absorptivity is defined for the gas. Consideration is given to radia­
tion from the gas to the walls, from the walls to the gas, and between the 
walls. The equation simplifies to the correct form for the limiting cases 
of black body walls (emissivity equal to one), an opaque gas (absorptivity 
equal to one), and a transparent gas (absorptivity equal to zero). 
Seay (4l) attacks the problem of radiant heat transfer in an isothermal 
gas by directly integrating the equation of transfer. If the gas is assumed 
to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium, the distance ds is related to the 
coordinate dimension in Figure 1 by: 
ds = dx/cose = (l/p)dx (9) 
and 
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Figure 1. Radiation "between parallel plates 
l4 
di = pK dx (10) 
V 
then the eq.uation of transfer becomes: 
dl 
" ÏT = -
where T is the optical thickness. This expression can he integrated if the 
temperature distribution of the gas is known. Therefore for an isothermal 
gas at temperature 
= A exp(- J-) + e^ (T^ ) (l2a) 
or 
l(+y^,T) = A^ expCx/y^) + e^ (T^ ) (l2b) 
= AgexpEfT-Tgï/u^ ] + e^ (Tg_) (l2c) 
x=L 
where T = / pK^  dx and A^ , A^  are determined from the boundary conditions, 
o 
Love (28) solves for these constants assuming diffusely radiating walls. 
Non-isothermal gas 
The generalization of the physical situation just described accounts 
for the presence of a radiating gas whose internal temperature at any local 
point is determined by the net energy exchange with all other radiating 
elements in the system. The integrodifferential equations governing this 
situation have been derived by two different schemes; one by the generali­
zation of the equation of transfer to the non-isothermal case and the other 
by writing the conservation of energy for an infinitesimal gas volume. 
Several investigators (17,29,^ 1,52) have concerned themselves with 
solving the equation of transfer for a non-isothermal gray gas between 
parallel plates. As was explained on page 8, the heat flux can be found 
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•fay integrating the monochromatic intensity. Since we have substituted 
li=cos0, the integration can be carried out in two steps 
. 1 
= 2n / I^ (y)dy (l3a) 
o 
—1 
= 2n J I^ (n) dy (13b) 
0 
By defining the exponential integral En(t) (tabulated by Kourganoff (22)) 
as: 
1 
E^ (t) = J p exp(-t/y)dy (llf) 
o 
and by substituting Equation 11 into Equations 13a and 13b, the result is: 
T 
q^  = 2n f e^ (t)E2(T^ -t)dt + 2q^ (0)E (t^ ) (l5a) 
9 
T 
= 2n + 2q^ (T^ )E3(TQ_Tv) (l5b) 
The net energy flux q^  is the sum q^  + q^ . Meghreblian (29) introduces a 
dimensionless emissive power function into the equation and assumes a zeroth 
order, linear function of the distance between the plates to be the form of 
the solution. Goulard (l?) and Viskanta and Grosh (52) added the effect of 
conduction to the energy balance. Viskanta and Grosh suggest three possible 
iterative methods for solving the integrodifferential equation: (l) Linear­
ization of the dependent variable which results in a linear integral equa­
tion; (ll) Solving a homogeneous ordinary differential equation, substitut­
ing the result into the integral and solving the more complex ordinary dif­
ferential equation, ad finitum until convergence is obtained; (ill) Inter-
grating the equation twice and solving by iteration of the resulting non-
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linear Fredholm integral equation. Goulard solved the equation "by direct 
iteration and reported that radiation heat transfer smoothed the tempera­
ture profiles and reduced the sharp temperature gradients at the walls. 
In this formulation the absorption coefficient is contained in t, and since 
T is a variable, so is the absorption coefficient. 
Usiskin, Sparrow, and Hubbard (44,46) applied the conservation of 
energy to an infinitesimal volume for the cases of parallel plate and 
concentric spherical geometries. The energy supplied to the system is in 
the form of a uniform heat generation term which is included in the energy 
balance. In words, the conservation of energy for volume dV can be written: 
Energy absorbed in dV from emission of gas body 
+ Energy absorbed in dV from emission of surfaces 
+ Internal heat generated in dV 
= Energy emitted by dV 
As one might expect, the resulting equation is of the same form as that ob­
tained from the "equation of transfer approach". Solutions for the integral 
equations were obtained by numerical means. This derivation has assumed a 
temperature independent absorption coefficient. If the absorption coeffi­
cient is allowed to be temperature dependent the equations are invalid. 
Zone interchange method 
An engineering approach for the analysis of a non-isothermal, radiat­
ing, gray fluid has been made by Hottel and Cohen (20). The method just 
described writes energy balances for infinitesimal spherical volumes, while 
Hottel and Cohen write energy balances around finite cubical fluid volumes. 
Each of these cubes is small enough in size to be considered isothermal. 
The energy which originates in each cubical volume and the fraction of it 
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•which leaves the cube is calculated directly. All of the isothermal cubes 
are then treated as distributed emitters. The boundary surfaces are 
handled in a similar manner except the energy balances are written for 
rectangular surface elements instead of cubical volumes. Interchange fac­
tors for surface to surface, gas to gas, and gas to surface (or surface to 
gas) are calculated by graphical integration. Once the interchange factors 
have been determined, an energy balance for each zone is written. All of 
these equations are then solved simultaneously to find the temperature dis­
tribution in the fluid and on the surface. By decreasing the size of the 
zones the solution can be made more accurate. In the limit such a procedure 
would reduce the simultaneous equations to the same integral equation solved 
by Usiskin, Sparrow, and Hubbard (44,^ 6). This paper covers only rectangu­
lar geometry, cylindrical and spherical cases have yet to be solved. 
Network method 
The network analogy utilizes a resistive network to represent geometri­
cal and physical characteristics of radiation heat transfer systems. For 
example, surface emissive powers are represented by surface potentials; 
surface radiosities, by potentials of the inner network; and emissivities, 
absorptivities, and transmissivities coupled with interchange factors, by 
resistances. Solutions to the radiation problem formulated in this manner 
are found by the same techniques used in basic electrical network analysis. 
For large systems the direct approach can become complicated and tedeous. 
Bevans and Dunkle (l) have used a relaxation (iterative) method to solve 
a problem for a cubical enclosure. 
Edwards (l6) was concerned with radiation in an enclosure containing 
an isothermal gaseous mixture of carbon-dioxide and nitrogen. He used the 
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effective "band approximation (38) to describe the absorption characteris­
tics of the mixture. Bevans and Dunkle (l) have shown that this approxi­
mation is more accurate than the gray gas approximation. Edwards solved 
the problem using the Oppenheim (34) network method. 
Monte Carlo method 
The final method to be discussed is the Monte Carlo technique develop­
ed by Howell and Perlmutter (21,22,23). In this approach a discrete bundle 
of energy is followed along its probable path until it is completely ab­
sorbed in the system. The path that the bundle will take is determined at 
each point by a random selection of a set of probable paths; in this case 
the distribution used was a diffuse emission (cosine) distribution. A 
large number of bundles must be followed if the results are to have statis­
tical meaning. It was found that the Monte Carlo method was easily formu­
lated for complex situations where ordinary analytical methods were all 
but impossible. The results were obtained with a digital computer. The 
method inherently gives a physical insight into the behavior of the radia­
tion process. The authors have used the analysis to treat the case of a 
non-gray, non-isothermal gas with temperature dependent properties (2l). 
The results were compared with the limiting diffusion and transparent solu­
tions; and in general, it was found that these approximations can be quite 
misleading. 
It seems that the Monte Carlo technique is the most accurate descrip­
tion, which is solvable, of radiant heat transfer yet devised. However, 
Howell and Perlmutter report that one of their steady state runs required 
half an hour of IBM 709^  computer time. This being the case, prohibitive 
computer costs might diminish the value-of the method when considering un­
steady state problems. 
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THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Introduction 
The ultimate engineering goal in studying heat transfer is to use the 
information gained in the analysis to design a specific piece of equipment 
or a process. Engineers are generally not as concerned with what the 
temperature profiles look like as they are in knowing how much heat is 
transferred from one surface to another or from one fluid to another, etc. 
The question usually is, how much heat must he supplied to raise the temper­
ature a specified amount, how much mass will he removed as a result of 
fluid expansion during heating, how large a surface area must he available 
to transfer a specified amount of heat, and so on. 
There are several approaches to obtaining the answers. The first 
method is to run experiments and collect the appropriate experimental data. 
In many respects this method may give the most reliable results. However, 
it may be totally'impractical both physically and economically to proceed 
along these lines. For example, sending up a satellite to gather heat 
transfer data for conditions of zero-g is very expensive. 
Another approach is to use correlations from handbooks and text books. 
The coefficients predicted by these correlations are typically reliable 
within 30%, provided the specified limits of physical conditions are not 
exceeded. If it is necessary to extrapolate to conditions outside of the 
limits, the reliability decreases. 
Many physical systems can be described mathematically. The equations 
become more complicated as the complexity of the phenomena is increased. 
However, with simplifying assumptions based on solid physical grounds. 
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these equations can usually be solved, if not in closed form then at least 
numerically on a computer. In writing the differential and integral equa­
tions to describe heat transfer, many insights into the mechanism are 
gained. Furthermore, as the necessary simplifying assumptions are made, 
more and more is discovered about the nature of the system. The theoreti­
cal approach combined with reliable physical property data has an advantage 
over the first two approaches described, because in the former two, only 
total effects can be observed. The knowledge gained in the detailed analy­
sis allows the design engineer to make more economical equipment designs. 
Also in this approach, the assumptions' usually give some indication of the 
validity of the solution, even for extreme conditions. 
The last approach to solving heat transfer problems was used in this 
research. The mathematical equations give an insight into the mechanism 
of radiant heat transfer and its interaction with the conduction. This 
Chapter presents the development of the general equations for radiant heat 
transfer. It describes the method developed in this research to charac­
terize the radiation contribution, called the "rigorous case". The approx­
imation equations are restated, a physical system of practical importance 
is described, and a computer flow diagram is presented. 
General Equation of Energy 
The general equation of energy is derived in many standard texts on 
heat transfer, such as Bird's Transport Phenomena (2). Equation 10.9-19 
(p. 315) gives the equation of energy in vector notation: 
pCp ^  = -(V«q) - T(||-)y (9'V) - (T:VV) (l6a) 
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where D/Dt is the substantial derivative and t is the shear stress tensor. 
As Bird mentions in the derivation of this equation, the heat source term, 
whether due to reaction, nuclear radiation, electrical energy, or thermal 
radiation, may he added to the right hand side of the equation. 
In the present work, the thermal radiation source term is of interest. 
Since the conductive heat flux is written in vector form it is convenient 
to define a similar vector term to describe thermal radiation. Let F he 
r 
the radiation flux vector. The divergence of can he added to Equation 
l6a as indicated below. 
PCP §1= -(V.q) - T(||)Y (V-v) - (T:VV) - (V-F^) (l6h) 
In words, the divergence of the radiation flux can he expressed as follows: 
V»F = 
r 
energy per unit 
volume absorbed 
from surrounding 
fluid 
energy per unit 
volume absorbed 
from surrounding 
surfaces 
energy per unit 
volume emitted 
The equation just stated is not quite rigorous since no provisions 
have been made for the reflection of radiant energy from the walls. There 
are two physical situations in which this omission is valid. The first 
case is when the surfaces are black bodies and all energy impinging upon 
them is absorbed. The other case is when the fluid is optically thick and 
the energy which is reflected from the walls is absorbed almost immediately 
by the nearby fluid. If neither of these two situations' are present, the 
term 
energy per unit volume 
absorbed due to reflection 
must be added to the right side of the above equation. Adding this term 
would present no problem as long as the equation was general. Each wall 
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could be thought of as an emitter of both reflected and direct radiation. 
The amount of energy reflected could be written implicitly and could be 
found by an iterative process. However, in a specific geometrical case 
the details of accounting for reflections would become complex. The 
reflection term will not be considered in the remainder of the present 
development, but reflection will be included in the rigorous case to be 
formulated later in this Chapter. 
The mathematical form of -V"F^  can be found by considering Figure 2, 
where , and are an orthogonal coordinate system. Suppose a 
radiant energy balance is to be written for the infinitesimal spherical 
volume element dv. Choose dV to be a typical fluid element which con­
tributes energy to dv. The energy emitted from dV (at position x') is 
given by Uk'e'dV. k is the absorption coefficient and e is the emissive 
r g r  ^ g 
power of the fluid. The primes denote position x!, i.e., k^  and e^  are 
evaluated at the conditions (temperature, pressure, etc.) which are present­
ly found at x'. The energy emitted into the solid angle dw is Ij-k'e'dVduAn. T g 
As the energy travels along path d toward dv, the intervening fluid attenu-
ates its strength so that only k^ e^ dVda)exp[-T(x',x)]/ll reaches dv. In this 
expression 
_ _ d _ 
T(X',X) = / k^ (x")ds , 
o 
where k^ (x") is the value of the absorption coefficient at each point x" 
along the path d. In general, k^  is a function of temperature which varies 
along d, so in order to find T(X',X) the temperature profile along d must be 
known. Of the energy that reaches dv, the fraction (2/3)k^ 6 is absorbed. 
6 is the diameter of dv, so dv = 115 /6. Therefore 
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Figure 2. Radiation in a general coordinate system 
2h 
[dvk^ k^ e^ exp[-T(x',x)]/(n d^ )]dV 
i:s the amount of energy absorbed by dv when 4k^ e^ dV leaves dV. To find 
the total energy absorbed per unit volume by dv due to all of the surround­
ing fluid, simply integrate the above expression over all visible fluid 
space. 
/ / /  ( I T a )  
visible fluid Ild 
space 
Now consider the contributions of the surfaces. The energy emitted by an 
area element dA in direction 9 into a solid angle dw is (ee^ dAcosOdw)/!!, 
where e is the surface emissivity and 0 is the angle between the normal and 
the vector connecting dA and dv. The amount of energy arriving at dv is 
(ee cosSdwdA exp[-T ])/lI where 
"W "W 
Ty = 7 k^ (x")dS 
O 
2 2 
and dco = IIô /Ud . The same fraction as before is absorbed at dv. The 
"W 
summation of the visible surface integrals for all surfaces should give 
the result desired for the surface contributions. 
Z I ! p dA (1Tb) 
i=l visible n d 
surfaces 
where W = 1,2, the number of surfaces. The energy emitted by dv 
per unit volume is simply: 
V^g (17c) 
Combination of Equations IT gives the mathematical form of the divergence 
of the radiation flux. 
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• k.k'e' 
-V'F = Iff -^ -^ T&exp[-T(x',x)]dV 
visible fluid : d 
space 
+ 2 , / / :—I exp[-T ]âA - 4k e (l8) 
i=l visible n d i ® 
surfaces i 
In general, it is necessary to couple Equation l6b with the equation 
of continuity, the equation of motion, and an equation of state in order 
to find a complete solution. However, in the present research some simpli­
fying assumptions make it unnecessary to solve all four equations. In the 
present case, only conduction and radiation heat transfer are of interest. 
It will be assumed that the velocity profile has a negligible effect on 
the temperature profile. With these simplifications Equation l6b reduces 
to: 
k k ' 0 ' 
pC IR = V-(kVT) + / / / exp[-T(x',x)]dV 
 ^ visible n d 
volume 
+ Z / / 1 exp[-T ]dA - 4k e (iP) 
i=l visible n d i ® 
surfaces i^ 
This can be further reduced by specifying a coordinate system and taking 
advantage of symmetry. Figure 3 shows the concentric spherical coordinate 
system of interest as well as the nomenclature which will be used. When 
the following transformations are made 
dV = 2IIr^ sin(j)drd(}) 
dA. = 2IIR?sin(|)d(|) 
11 
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Figure 3. Radiation between concentric spheres 
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|x'I = r, 1x1 = r , - 2rr cos* 
' ' ' ' ' o 0 o 
COS0. = (R. - r cos<j))/d¥. 
1 1 0 1 
* -.R^ )(r^ -B^ ) 
cos* = —2 i i_ 
r r 
o 
Equation 19 "becomes: 
r o o 
o 
R * 
+ 2k (T) k'(T)e'(T)r^ [/ exp[-T(r r )]d<j)]dr 
 ^ R f 8 o d  ^° 
p * 8in*(R_-r cos*) 
+ 2k^(T)e^e^^R^ J -3— exp[-T^Jd* 
P *-.sin*(R„-r cos*) 
+ 2k^ (T)e2% 4 J — exp[-T^ , ]d* - 4k^ (T)eg(T^ ) 
2 o 2 
(20) 
In general all of the physical properties density, heat capacity, thermal 
conductivity, and absorption coefficient are functions of ' temperature. 
Even the wall emissivities could be allowed to be temperature dependent. 
This is the equation which must be solved for a fluid with temperature 
dependent physical properties assuming spherical symmetry, when only con­
duction and radiation modes of heat transfer are of importance. 
The problem of solving Equation 20 numerically boils down to being 
able to handle the radiation terms, as they are the most complex. An 
interesting possibility would be to make a first order approximation for 
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the radiation terms and then iterate, using a higher order approximation 
with each succeeding iteration. However, this approach was abandoned in 
favor of the rigorous case, which allows for the reflection of radiant 
energy. All effort was not in vain, since much was learned about the 
mechanism of radiant heat transfer in developing the individual terms in 
Equations 17. 
Boundary Considerations 
Before describing the rigorous case, it is interesting to observe the 
phenomena involved at the boundaries when conduction and radiation are 
combined. Deissler (l4) and others have reported a discontinuous tempera­
ture profile at the boundaries when the only mechanism acting is radiation. 
It is informative to see how this "jump" comes about by considering the 
case when the conduction term becomes negligible. 
Consider a simplified case. Suppose a radiating fluid is bounded by 
two parallel plates at temperatures and T^ . Further, assume that the 
fluid has constant physical properties; absorption coefficient, thermal 
conductivity, density, and heat capacity (see Figure k). The equation of 
energy for this geometry will be: 
• iF= k + V - (21a) 
where A represents the temperature independent absorption at some location 
X in the fluid, and E(T) is the strongly temperature dependent emission at 
the same point. For steady state conduction the problem reduces to 
2 2 d T/dk:. = 0, in which two boundary conditions must be specified in order 
to find a unique temperature profile. If zero resistance to heat transfer 
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Figure 4. Steady state temperature profiles between parallel plates 
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at the surface is assumed, the temperature of the surface and that of the 
gas at the surface will he equal. 
The steady state conduction-radiation problem is more difficult to 
solve. 
2 
+ k A - k E(T) = 0 (21b) 
dx  ^  ^
In this equation, as in the previous one, two boundary conditions must be 
specified in order to obtain a unique solution. Unless a new law, other 
than zero resistance at the surface, is chosen, the temperature of the sur­
face and the temperature of the gas at the surface will be equal. 
When conduction is dominant a straight line temperature profile con­
necting and T^  is observed. As k decreases, the slope of the tempera­
ture profile, at steady state, will become steeper and steeper. However, 
further out in the fluid the profile will become flatter. The profile 
flattens because radiation is basically an integral problem, i.e., radia­
tion transmits energy over long distances. Therefore, as radiation becomes 
increasingly important, fluid further and further away is influenced by 
the hot surface, causing the temperature gradient at the surface to approach 
infinity. The "jump" wall temperature is observed in the limit of k equal 
to zero. However, as long as some conduction is present there will never 
be a discontinuity, unless the wall heat flux is infinite. 
If instead of a constant temperature boundary condition, a constant 
heat flux boundary condition had been chosen, the argument would follow the 
same line. In this case the wall temperature would be an unLown, but it 
could be calculated from the known flux. Particular care must be taken in 
solving such a case numerically. One may wish to base the surface 
temperature on the temperature profile extrapolated from the fluid. But 
as k "becomes very small. Figure U shows that the grid space of a numerical 
calculation must "become exceedingly small in order to calculate an accurate 
temperature gradient near the surface. If a large grid is chosen the ex­
trapolated temperature will be too low. For this reason, it is always 
important to have a feel for the importance of radiation in a problem. 
Rigorous Case 
It is desirable to formulate a description of radiation heat transfer 
which includes absorption due to reflection, as well as the absorption and 
emission terms which occur in V»F . This section will describe such a 
r 
formulation. For reasons which will become apparent, the rigorous case 
could also be called the "shell method" formulation. It should be empha­
sized that this method describes only the radiation terms in the equation 
of energy. 
Général description 
The discussion from here onward will be concerned exclusively with 
a symmetrical temperature field in spherical geometry and this will be 
implied unless otherwise stated. Suppose the space between two concentric 
spheres is divided into shells, each of thickness Ar. This division sets 
up the geometry in a form which is suitable for solving by finite differ­
ence methods. If Ar is small enough it can be assumed that each shell is 
isothermal. It might be mentioned that in regions where the temperature 
gradient is very severe, this assumption tends to break down unless ex­
tremely small Ar's are chosen. However, the choice of a small value of 
Ar would result in time consuming numerical calculations. One possibility 
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to reduce the number of calculations would be to allow the choice of Ar 
to vary according to the size of the temperature gradient, i.e., for >• 
large gradients choose Ar to be small, and for small gradients choose Ar 
to be large. This approach Involves much more sophisticated programming 
as well as more computer time and storage. Because of these drawbacks, 
the choice of constant Ar has been used throughout the analysis. The 
stability and convergence of this choice of Ar can be checked by comparing 
results for different values of Ar. 
In order to calculate the radiant energy transfer, a radiant energy 
balance must be made for each of the shells at each time interval. At the 
beginning of the time period the temperature profile is known, and thus, 
so is the characteristic isothermal temperature of each shell. The method 
of calculating the correct characteristic temperature will be described 
later. From this information the corresponding characteristic emission 
from each shell can be calculated. The energy emitted is dependent upon 
the absorption coefficient and the emissive power (Equation ITc), both 
being defined by the temperature. Suppose a shell is chosen which emits 
radiant energy, call it the source shell. The energy will leave the source 
shell in all directions, but for the moment only the beam of energy leaving 
the shell in one direction will be of interest. As the beam follows the 
path that has been selected, it will pass through other shells. The dis­
tance it travels in the other shells depends upon the direction in which 
it leaves the source shell. In each of these other shells ? fraction of 
the energy which enters it will be absorbed. The fraction depends upon 
the path length and the absorption coefficient in the shell. The energy 
absorbed in the shell also depends upon the temperature, through its 
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relationship with the absorption coefficient. The beam of energy will 
continue to pass from shell to shell until it reaches a boundary or until 
it is dissipated. In general, part of the energy will be absorbed by the 
bounding surface and the rest will be reflected. The beam continues back 
through the fluid again until it is either dissipated or strikes another 
boundary, from which part is reflected, etc. The same process occurs for 
all angles in the source shell. In order to be complete, it is necessary 
to consider each shell to be a source shell. To write a radiant energy 
balance for each shell add up all of the energy which the shell absorbs 
from the emission of the other shells and from the walls, and subtract 
from this the energy emitted by that shell. An equation might serve to 
illustrate the energy balance for shell j: 
Radiant energy 
accumulated by 
shell j 
Radient energy 
Z absorbed in shell 
i j from shell i 
Radient energy 
absorbed in 
shell j from 
walls 
Radiant 
energy 
emitted 
from 
shell j 
Geometrical considerations 
The absorption of energy in a shell is a function of the absorption 
coefficient of the shell and the distance which the beam of energy travels 
as it passes through the shell. The former is dependent upon the tempera­
ture, which is a function of time. The latter is dependent upon the 
geometry of the system and is fixed. Hence, it is necessary to be con­
cerned with the geometry only once for each problem, whereas the absorp­
tion coefficient must be recalculated at each time step. The shell method 
has the advantage that once the radial and angular grids are chosen, the 
path lengths need to be calculated only once. The next paragraphs will 
describe how the choice of angles is made and how a path length is calculated 
3U 
"based upon the chosen angle. 
Radiant energy is emitted from a point source into a solid angle of 
Un radians, i.e., into all directions, so there are infinitely many paths 
to follow. A numerical solution can he made feasible when the space is 
divided into several solid angles of finite size, and one angle in. each 
solid angle is allowed to characterize all of the included angles. First, 
consider radiation from point A, in Figure 5a, into direction 6. It can 
be observed that line OA and line AB intersect at an angle 0 and form a 
plane which cuts the sphere in a great circle. In fact, for any chosen 
direction a coordinate system can be chosen such that the plane formed in 
the manner just described will always be the plane of a great circle. In 
Figure 5b an imaginary hemisphere has been drawn with A as the origin. 
Imagine two rays intersecting at A and forming an angle 0. If the two rays 
are revolved about A, a surface on the hemisphere will be swept out. Solid 
angles for the rigorous description of radiation will be selected so that 
an equal area will be swept out on the surface of the hemisphere for each 
0^ . Then the radiant energy emitted into each of the solid angles will 
pass through areas, called zones, on the hemisphere which are equal. The 
2 
surface area of such a zone up to angle 0^  is 2IIr sin0^ , where r is the 
radius of the imaginary hemisphere. If n is the number of angles into 
which the hemisphere is to be divided (i=l,2,...,n), then the size of the 
angles (in radians) is given by: 
0^  = sin ^ (i/n) - sin~^ (i-l/n) (22a) 
The solid angles in the other hemisphere of 
) 
Figure 5. Emission from a point source 
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of the imaginary sphere siirrounding A are mirror images of those just cal­
culated. The direction chose to characterize each solid angle is given ty: 
9 = |-[sin~^ ( j/n) + sin"^ ( j-l/n) ] (22h) 
J C-
where j=l,2,...,n. 
When the angles have been selected, the path lengths for each shell 
at each angle must he calculated. Figure 6 illustrates a sphere divided 
into shells and shows a typical angle. Suppose shell i is the source shell, 
then two general cases arise, 0 £ 0 _< n/2 and n/2 < 0 £ n. For the angles 
0 £ 0 £ n/2, energy is emitted from radius r^  and for n/2 < 0 £ n, from 
r^  The reasons for this will "become apparent in a later section of this 
Chapter. The case for 0 £ 0 £ n/2 is straightforward. The formulas for the 
desired path length S(i,0,i+n) in some shell (i+n), due to the emission of 
energy from shell i into angle 0, can he derived by simply applying the 
laws of sines and cosines. 
• 1 1 
S(i,0,i+n) = r.{[(l + —)^  - sin^ 0]^  - [(l + sin^ 0]^ } 
 ^ i^ i^ 
. Ew -r (23a) 
n = 1,2 ( ) ; 0 £ 0 £ n/2 
This formula holds for all shells from (i+l) to the outer wall. The angles 
n/2 < 0 £ n present three possibilities: (I) the angle is close to n/2 
so the path proceeds successively from shell (i-l) to i to (i+l), etc., 
(ll) the angle is close enough to n so that the path intersects the inner 
wall, and (ill) the angle is intermediate so the path first goes through 
shells inside of shell i, and then outward again until the outer wall is 
struck. The number of shells a beam will intersect before it grazes one 
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Figure 6. Emission from,shell i at angle 0 
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and begins to travel through shells of increasing radius again is given by 
the integer number next smaller than the quantity 
. r. ^(l-sin0) 
= 1-^ —] • 
The following equations are derived in a manner similar to the derivation 
of Equation 23a. 
8(i,8,i_n) = r. ^ {[(l - - sin^ 0]^  - [(l - (n+l)Ar)2 _ 
 ^ i^-1 i-1 
(23b) 
n/2< 0 <n, n = 1,2;...,p 
where p is the smaller of n"-l and n'-l. The number n' = (r^  1 ~ ®w 
is the number of shells from i to the inner wall. If n' < n", the beam 
will strike the inner wall before it reaches a grazing shell, and if 
n' > n", the beam will never strike the inner wall. The path length for 
the grazing shell is: 
1 
S(i,0,i-n") = 2 r. .{[l - _ sin^ 0}^ >n/2 < 0 £ n (23c) 
i^-1 
The path lengths for shells between the grazing shell and the outer wall 
are given by: 
S(i,0,i+(n-n")) = r. ,{[(l + _ sin^ 0]^  
 ^ i^-1 
. [(1 + (233) 
1-1 
Tl/2 < 0 £11; n = 1,2,...,n"' 
where 
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.,.W-....i—1 
n- = ) + n" - 1 
Before going on to discuss the calculation of path lengths after 
reflection, it is useful to observe the geometrical fact that each time 
a beam of energy passes through the same shell, the path length is the 
same. That is, if the path length of a beam through shell (i+l) is x, 
then every time the beam passes through shell (i+l) again, whether it is 
before or after a reflection, the path length will still be x. Of course, 
this is presuming that the angle of interest has remained the same. The 
proof of this is shown in Appendix A. Because the path length is constant, 
it is necessary to calculate the path length of a shell only once for each 
angle. If Equations 23 are used, there will probably be a duplication of 
the calculations for some shells. With this in mind, the formulas for the 
path lengths after reflections will be written. . 
Suppose (j) is the angle between the path of interest and the normal to 
the wall. The angles for radiation from the outer wall will be 0 £ <() <_ II/2 
and from the inner wall, II/2< (j) ' <_ II. The path lengths from the wall to 
the grazing shell (or the inner wall) are: 
1 
8(N+],(|),N_n) = [(R + (N-n)Ar)^  - R^  sin^ ij)]^  
"W- "W^  
• 1 (24a) 
+ (N-n-l)Ar)^  
n = 0,1,2 , .., ,p 
where p is the smaller of (E-l) and (N'-l). 
...w_ .. . .Wp ... 
) , N' = [— ^ — + N] n/2 < <J) < n 
Uo 
For the grazing shell: 
1 
8(N+1,*,N-N') = 2[(R • - (l-N')Ar)^  - sin^ (j)]^  
W-, "W 
(2kb) 
n/2 < (^ £ n 
In these equations (N+l) in the subscript of S indicates the source to be 
the outer wall, and the subscript (O) indicates the inner wall. The equa­
tion for the inner wall is: 
1 
S(0,<j),n+l) = [(R + (n+l)Ar)^  - R^  
Wi w^  
1 
- [(R + nAr)^  - R^  sin^ ij)]^  (24c) 
w^  \ 
n = 0,1,2,... ,5-1 ; 0 _< (f) £ II/2 
Now consider the two types of reflection, specular and diffuse, and 
how Equations 2k must be altered to fit them. First take the case of 
specularly reflecting walls. In this case the angle of incidence will 
equal the angle of reflection, and the angles 6 and <)) can be related. When 
0 £ 0 _< II/2, the beam of energy will always strike the outer wall first. 
To calculate the corresponding path lengths after reflection, the follow­
ing changes must be made in Equations 24a and 24b; replace S(N+1, ,((),N-n) 
with S(i,6,lT-n), 8(E+1,*,N-M') with S(i,0,K-W'), and sin* with (r./R )sin8. 
1 Wg 
For the angles II/2 < 8 _< H, the same substitutions are made for the case 
when the outer wall is encountered first. If the inner wall is the first, 
one intersected. Equation 23c must be altered as follows: replace _ 
S(0,<j),n+l) with S(i,0,n+l) and sin# with (r.^ ,/R )sin0. When these sub-
*1 
stitutions are made it is obvious that Equations 23 and 24 calculate some 
of the same path lengths. This duplication is eliminated by using Equa­
tions 2h to find the path lengths. If the walls are diffusely reflecting, 
Equations 2k can he used as they are to calculate the path lengths. In 
this case, the values of (j) can be chosen by using a formula similar to 
Equations 22. 
Emission from à'source shell 
The next step in the analysis is to find the amount of energy emitted 
by each shell and into which directions this energy travels. Each of the 
shells will be treated as a distributed emitter. The problem is to find 
the amount of energy emitted per unit area per unit solid angle from each 
shell, assuming a constant absorption coefficient and a constant mean 
emissive power. 
For simplicity, consider first the case of shells with parallel rather 
than curved sides. Figure 7 shows a parallel shell along with the nomen­
clature which will be used. Energy emitted by the fluid in solid angle dw 
which passes through dA will be traveling in the same direction 6 as the 
area dA approaches zero. In order to better understand the derivation, 
the differential elements can be ranked as follows: 
The area dA is seen from the volume element dt through the solid angle: 
dt << dA « dV 
dA cùse 
2 
r 
(25a) 
and dV is seen from dA through the solid angle: 
(25b) 
The energy leaving the volume element^  dx in solid angle dO is k^ e (x)dT 
k2 
dV 
X 
Figure J. Emission per unit ar.ea per unit solid angle from parallel shells 
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Since du is a differential solid angle, all of the volume elements dx in 
dV are essentially at the same distance from dA., and all are at the same 
temperature. Therefore, the sum of the individual dx's is dV, and 
k^ eg(x)dV ^  is emitted from dV into solid angle dfl. The amount reaching 
dA. will "be 
exp(- . 
The amount of energy reaching the surface per unit area per unit solid 
angle is: 
k e.(x) .•^ .exp(-k. x/cose) 
^ didm ' (26) 
2 Using the relation that dV = dA'dx = dA(x/6 )dx and integrating over x 
gives the result: 
L 
E = ^ k, / e (x) exp(-k x/cos0)dx (27) il r ^  g r 
In general, the emissive power will he a function of the position, so Equa­
tion 27 cannot be integrated directly. The absorption coefficient can be 
treated as constant and the emissive power as varying because the emissive 
power is a much stronger function of temperature. Even so, it is con­
venient to be able to talk about a mean emissive power which characterizes 
the shell. If e^  is such a mean, then: 
_ _ L 
E = e J exp(-k x/cos6)dx (28) 
® o  ^
In order to find the correct mean for the shell E 5 E or:-
L 
. J e (x) exp(-k x/cos0)dx 
ëg = i - '  (29) 
J exp(-k x/cos0)dx 
0 
Notice that e^  is a function of 0. Before generalizing this to spherical 
coordinates it should he noted that Equation 28 can he integrated because 
is assumed constant. Appendix B indicates some observations about the 
integrated result. 
 ^ Figure 8 illustrates a spherically shaped shell. The arguments for 
deriving the desired result are the same as for the parallel plate case 
but the equations become more complex. First consider the case in which 
energy leaves through dA at radius r^ . There are two situations which 
* * 
arise depending upon whether 0 is greater or less than 0 , where 0 is 
* , * 
defined by the relation sin0 = r^  ^ /r^ . If 0 < 0 , the shell boundary 
* 
will be intersected at r^  and if 0 > 0 at Following a derivation 
similar to the one for the parallel plate case the following equations can 
be written directly: 
* 
Case I 0 < 0 < 0 sin0 < r. ^ /r. i—_L 1 
. k Ar i 
E = — / e (x) exp[k (r. cos0 + X )]dx (30a) 
Ji  ^ g r 1 
• 1 
¥ "o 
J e (x) exp(-k X )dx 3** .... 
= fr 
J exp(-k^ X )dx 
o 
* 
Case II 0 < 0 < n/2 sin0 > r. ^ /r. 
— — — 1-1 1 
45 
dr 
Figure 8. Emission per unit area per unit solid angle from spherical 
shells 
k6 
•k r (l-sine) ^ i 
E = -j^xp(-k^r^cos0) J e (x)[exp(k^X )-exp(-k^X )]dx (31a) 
^ g r r 
r(l-sin$) y i 
. J e (x)[exp(k X )-exp(-k X )]dx 
- A ® ^ .V ... . 
e = — -T (sit) 
r (l-sinG) - -
/ [exp(k X )-exp(-k X )]dx 
o ^ ^ 
2 2 2 
where X = x - 2r^x + r^cos 0. For the case in which energy leaves dA 
from r, -, the following result is obtained: i-j. 
Case III n/2 < 0 £ n 
k Ar ^ 
E = / e^(x)exp[-k^(r^_^cos0 + X )]dx (32a) 
• 1 
Ar ^ 
, J e^(x)exp(-k^X )dx 
= ° : 1 (32b) 
® Ar -
/ exp(-k^X )dx 
o 
2 2 2 — 
where X = x +2r. ^ x+r. ^cos 0. Here again e is a function of 0. 
1-1 1-1 g 
Since e (x) is not known a priori, the angle dependent value of e 
g g 
is difficult to calculate. However, the mean emissiVity must lie 
somewhere between the values of e at r. and r. ^, and since it is desir-
g 1 1-1 
able to make e independent of 0 suppose the arithmetic average is chosen. 
This assumption has been checked for first through fourth order emissive 
power profiles across the shell, and only a small error was detected. 
To recapitulate, each shell in the spherical container emits energy 
which is characteristic of the temperature of the shell. The shell 
Ut 
"behaves like a distributed emitter, and therefore, all of the energy it 
emits will not find its way to the edge of the shell. That is to say, 
part of the energy which is emitted "by the shell will he reabsorbed before 
the "boundary is reached. Equations 30a, 31a, and 32a are expressions tell­
ing how much energy escapes per unit area per ynit solid angle into each 
possible angle 0. It has "been shown that a satisfactory approximation for 
the e (x) term is the arithmetic average of e at r. and r. T. By using g g 1 1-1 
the arithmetic average e , each of Equations 30a, 31a, and 32a can be 
S 
changed into the form of Equation 28 and integrated directly. However, 
the integrands in these cases are of such complexity that a closed form 
solution cannot be found. The method of integrating these equations 
numerically is described in Appendix C. The next several paragraphs will 
describe how the energy leaving the source shell at an angle 0 is followed 
through the surrounding shells and is absorbed by them. 
Absorption in à sériés'of'shells 
O O 
The total energy emitted by a shell i of volume = (U/3)n(r^ -r^  
can be found by the expression: 
Because of self-absorption, not all of this energy will leave the shell. 
The energy that does escape from the shell per unit area per unit solid 
angle is given by Equations 30a, 31a, and 32a. If each of these expressions 
is multiplied by the surface area of the shell. 
(33) 
A. = Ullr? (3ka) 
1 1 
for Equations 30a and 31a and by 
(3Ub) 
1^8 
for equation 32a, the result will be the energy leaving per unit solid 
angle. The total energy leaving the shell at angle 6 is found by mul­
tiplying by the solid angle, as calculated by Equation 22a. 9 is the 
arithmetic average angle defined in Equation 22b. If the energy calculated 
in this manner is added together for all n solid angles, then the total 
energy leaving the shell E^ (i) is known. The difference between Eg(i) and 
E^ (i) gives the amount of energy self-absorbed by the shell. 
E^ (i) = Eg(i) - E^ (i) (35) 
Suppose the energy leaving at the representative angle 0 is designated 
by Eg(i) = E^ i^)A_Aw where Aw is the solid angle. As Eg(i) passes through 
a shell, a fraction of it will be absorbed by that shell and the remainder 
will travel to the next shell. The fraction absorbed is [l-exp(-k^ S)], 
where and S are the absorption coefficient and the path length of the 
shell. The fraction passing through is given by exp(-k^ S). If k^ S<<l, 
the exponentional can be described by the first two terms in its series 
expansion. For the sake of brevity, let f^  = exp(-k^ S), where n denotes 
the n^  ^shell. 
As Eg(i) is followed from shell i, a tally is kept on the energy 
absorbed in the other shells. The choice of the angle 0 indicates which 
path to follow. The various possibilities have been described in the 
section on calculating the path lengths (pp. 36 ff.). At each shell the 
energy is attenuated and when a wall is reached, the energy remaining is 
fEg(i). .Here f is a fraction found by multiplying together the f^ 's 
between i and the wall: 
 ^ i^+l^ i+2 •^ w-2^ w-l^ "^^ w^  (36) 
h9 
where is the emissivity of the wall. The energy absorbed along the 
way is: 
A(i+1) = (1 - f.+^ ) Eg(i) 
A(i+2) = (1 - f.+g) f.Egfi) 
(37) 
A(w) % ^w-l^ w-2•••^ i+l^ i^ e ) 
After reflection from the wall (assuming specular reflection), the 
rules of multiple reflection can be applied and closed form expressions 
can be derived for the absorption in each shell. Appendix D gives these 
equations and discusses their development. When the energy beam strikes' 
a wall, there are three possibilities to consider. One case is when the 
energy strikes the outer wall first, and upon each further reflection 
strikes the outer wall again. Another case is when the energy strikes 
the outer wall first, and thereafter alternates between striking the inner 
and outer wall. Finally, there is the case when the energy strikes the 
inner wall first and always alternates between striking the inner and 
outer walls thereafter. 
The energy absorbed in a shell n after the first reflection is A^ (n). 
An energy balance for the shell, when radiation from shell i in only one 
direction 0 is considered, will be: 
Energy self 
absorbed 
shell i E.(i) + 
shell n 0 + 
Energy absorbed 
directly from 
other shells 
A(l) 
A(n) 
Energy absorbed 
after reflection 
Energy 
emitted 
+ 
+ 
A_(i) 
(^n) (38) 
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After all angles for shell i have "been accounted for and all shells n have 
"been allowed to he emitters, the energy balance for a shell n is; 
Z E (n) + E ( E A(n)) + Z ( Z A (n)).- Z E (n) 
all all all all all all 
angles shells angles shells angles angles 
(39) 
In the rigorous case, which has now been described, Equation 39 is 
the term -7*?^  in Equation l6b. The form of Equation 39 makes it clear 
that the rigorous case does formulate the radiation problem in what might 
be called, "finite difference equation form". The formulation is general 
enough to include reflection by either specular or diffuse walls. After 
a brief section on the approximate methods used to describe radiation, 
there will be a discussion about how Equation 39 can be combined with the 
difference equation form of the conduction portion of Equation l6b. One 
final comment on the shell method should be made. The derivation has at 
no time depended upon it being coupled with the conduction equation. 
Therefore, the method should be perfectly valid for solving the problem 
of radiation heat transfer only. The method should work equally well for 
optically thin and optically thick fluids. 
Approximate Methods 
For engineering purposes it is always desirable to find the best 
answer, at the least cost in time and effort. Therefore, it is desirable 
to know the accuracy and the limits of approximate solutions. From the 
academic point of view, it is of interest to see how closely the approxi­
mations describing radiation compare with the rigorous formulation. The 
approximations have been described earlier, the purpose here is to collect 
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the various equations into one section. 
Case I Conduction only 
r 
Case Ila Conduction and Radiation (shell method) 
1=^1? B+™is> -
Case lib Conduction and Radiation (diffusion approximation) 
^ < = p f < ' " = )  
r 
•where 
k . k + 
e 3 Ky 
and is defined by Equation 8. 
Case lie Conduction and Radiation (optically thin approximation) 
9T _ 1 9 / 2, ST\ • j-Radiation absorbed-, • rRadiation-, \ 
PCp 8? - -2 8? (r k 3?) + <ftom walls > " ^emitted > (^^d) 
For radiation-only, let k equal zero in Equations ^ Ob, kOc, and 40d. When 
a constant absorption coefficient is considered choose a constant value 
and substitute it into the equations in the proper places. The same is 
true when the case of constant values of density, heat capacity, and 
thermal conductivity is of interest. 
In the conduction-only and the conduction-diffusion cases, the choice 
of constant properties allows the problem to be solved analytically, in 
closed form. For purposes of illustration, use Equation UOa as a starting 
point, along with the following boundary conditions: 
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p • • ;irn 
-knR^  k at r = (4la) 
ST 
= 0 at r + Eg (kit) 
and the initial condition: 
T-Tq =0 at t=0 (%lc) 
Defining some non-dimensional variables 
..r(T-T ) ..t(k/pC) .,(r-B) 
"'VBir = .^ = TÊp7) 
Equation 1+Oa becomes 
• 3W _ 3^ W 
" 92f 
with the boundary conditions: 
where 
(42a) 
Ci H - W = -1 at Z=0 (42b) 
C2||-W= 0 at Z=1 (42c)  
2^ " Rg-E^  
and initial condition: 
W= 0 at 0=0 (42d) 
Equations 42 can be Laplace transformed and inverted by conventional means. 
Some details are explained in Appendix E. The result is an infinite 
series: 
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¥(0,Z) = 
(i + C^ Cg) 
/I : ^ 1^ 2, 
_ (Cl+2)(3G +  ^( 2)5 
(i.C^ C,)  ^ , 
2 
" .2 exp(-rx.0)[sinx. (z-l) .+.C„x.cosx'. (z-l)] 
- £ 5—2 —S ^ ° " (1.3) 
n=l sinx^ Ll+SC^ C^  + (C^ C^ x^ ) ] 
where the x 's are roots of: 
n 
tan X = x/fl+C^ CgX^ ) {kk) 
Another solution to this problem for short times is given in Appendix F. 
These analytic solutions are useful in checking the accuracy of the dif­
ference equations used to solve the problem numerically. Such solutions, 
if the results compare favorably with the variable properties cases, are 
much to be preferred since they make computer calculations unnecessary. 
Difference Equations 
Transformation of équation of'energy 
Equation 4Ob can be written in a form convenient for numerical repre­
sentation if it is transformed. Remembering that the thermal conductivity 
is temperature dependent, define a new variable ij). 
T-T 
tj) = J °k d T (it5) 
o 
Substitution of ijj into Equation 4Ob yields 
2 
' d\l) _ 3 ijj  ^2 Mi I absorption ' emission -, 
3t . 2 r 9r unit volume unit volume 9r 
where a = k/pC^ . Now let (j) = rip and substitute into Equation h6: 
5^^ 
2 
M. = • ri_i + r absorption _ „ émission •• x 
9t 2 unit volume unit volume 
oX* 
Equation is in a form which can easily be written in difference nota­
tion. 
Difference formulation 
Two terms in Equation kj must be approximated, the time derivative 
and the length derivative. The equation is a parabolic differential 
equation if the radiation terms are dropped. If the limiting restrictions 
can be met, the explicit formulation is more desirable than the implicit, 
because the computational program is more direct. The simplest finite 
difference representation uses a central difference formula for the second 
derivative term, and a forward difference formula for the first derivative 
term. Lapidus (26) shows that using a central difference formula for the 
time derivative always leads to an unstable, solution. The restriction for 
this formulation is the following: 
where At and Ar are the time and distance grid spacings respectively. The 
final difference form has been expressed in terms of ij; since it has more 
physical meaning, than (j). After rearranging terms, the difference equation 
can be written as follows for all points except on the boundaries: 
i|;(l,J+lj = 3(l)(^ ^^ )i('(l+l,J) + (1.0 - 2B(I))*(I ,J)  
(49) 
+ 6(l)(^ |^ )^i|j(l-l,J) + ^ yoL(l)^  [ABGAS(I,J) - EMGAS(I,J)] 
where VOL(l) is the volume of shell I. In Equation 4$ the subscript I 
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represents the radial position and the subscript J represents the 
time interval. ABGAS and EMGAS are the energy absorbed and emitted 
respectively, from the shell. The shell surrounds radial position 
r(l). 
At. the boundaries Equation 4$ does not hold because the values of 
ij;(l-l,j) at the inner wall and IJJ(I+1,J) at the outer wall are not known. 
Therefore, it is necessary to approximate the second derivative by another 
method. This can be done by expanding # in a Taylor series at each wall, 
and discarding- all terms above the second order. For example, near the 
inner: boundary (radial position : 
wl • 2 9r wl 
The first derivative term is related to (8^ /3r)R . which is specified by 
1^ 
the boundary condition at wall 1. The second derivative is approximated 
by assuming Equation 50 is valid out to radial position + Ar). The 
result can be expressed in terms of ip as follows: 
Inner wall 
,|,(R^ ,^J+1) = 26(R^ )^(1 + + Ar,J)-+ [l-2g(R^ )^(l + |^ )^]<|;(R^ ,^J) 
wl wl 
(51a) 
.B(R )(Ar)^  , 
+ 2q^ e(R^ )^Ar + yoL(R^^) [ABGAS(R^ ,^j) - EMGAS(R^ ,^J)] 
Outer wall 
• (E^ ,frl) = 26(E^ )(1 - - Ar.j) + [l-26(E^ )(l-^ )]»(R^ ,J) 
w2 w2 
P (51b) 
. .6(R_)(Ar)'^  
+ 252B(E^ )Ar t ) [AM1AS(R^,J) - MGAS(E^ ,J)] 
w2 
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In these equations and q.^  are the energies per unit area supplied at 
and respectively. 
If the initial temperature profile is known, the profile at the next 
time step can he calculated using Equations 50 and 51. The temperature 
profiles at each time interval are found hy using the temperatures in the 
interval immediately preceding. Step-wise calculations can continue until 
a steady state solution is obtained or until a sufficient time period is 
covered. 
Combining thé radiation and conduction terms 
The method for calculating the amount of energy absorbed and emitted 
in each shell has been described earlier. In practice, these shells are 
selected so they are bounded by the radial positions at which the values 
of ijj are being calculated by Equation 50. However such a choice is in­
compatible with the energy balance. The terms ABGAS(l,J) and EMGAS(I,J) 
are based on a shell in which the I^  ^radial position is its center. Con­
sider Figure 9« The radiation contribution is found by calculating 
EMIT(i,j) and ABSRP(i,J), that is, the energy emitted by shell i and the 
energy absorbed by shell i. However, the values of ij) are known at 
1-1,1,1+1,...., and the values of EMGAS(I,J) and ABGAS(l,j) in Equation 50 
1 1 
are based on the shell.bounded by I - — and I + —, not I-l and I. An 
arithmetic average of the energy in shells i and i+1 is used as an approx­
imation since it was assumed earlier that the emissive power was linear 
in each shell. Thus: 
ABGAS(I,J) = |[ABSRP(i,j) + ABSRP(i+l,j)] 
EMGAS(I,J) = |-[EMIT(i,J) + EMIT(i+l,j)] 
(52a) 
(52b) 
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Figure 9. Relationship between radiating shells 
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'Boundary conditions . 
The boundary conditions are those as stated in Equations The heat 
flux is constant at the inner wall and zero at the outer wall. The tempera­
ture profile is initially uniform. When radiation is "being considered, 
the radiant characteristics of the wall must aiso be specified. For the 
present case it is assumed that the inner wall is a black surface (e^ =l), 
and the outer wall is a totally reflecting surface (£2=0). Other conditions 
could have been assumed, but as soon as the emissivity has some value between 
zero and one, the complexity increases considerably. 
Let EMITl and WLABl be the energy emitted and absorbed by the inner 
wall and be the conduction energy, then an energy balance at the wall 
will be: 
= Q + EMITl - WLABl (53) 
where is the specified heat supplied. The term WLABl is due to contri­
butions from the gas and also, the reflection of EMITl from the outer wall. 
If 100 BTU/hr is emitted by the heater, WEABWI is defined to be the amount 
of energy absorbed by the inner wall, after traveling through the gas, re­
flecting from the outer wall, and traveling back through the gas. The 
ratio EMITl/lOO multiplied by WEABWI will give the amount of energy ab­
sorbed by the heater due to its own emission. Substitution into Equation 
53 gives: 
Qq = Qg + EMITl(l-WEABWl/lOO) - WLABl (54) 
where now WLABl is due only to gas contributions. All terms in Equation 
5U are known independently except Q^ , so it can be found by difference. 
In the preceding discussion it has been assumed that the transparent 
energy leaving the heater need not be accounted for. This is correct if 
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the outer wall remains a perfect reflector. If it does, all of the energy 
in the transparent frequencies will leave the heater, pass through the gas 
unaffected, be reflected, and return through the gas to he reabsorbed by 
the heater. If ^ 0^, part of the transparent energy would be absorbed at 
the outer wall and the remaining would be reabsorbed by the heater. In 
this case, there would be a net loss of the transparent energy at the 
heater and Equation 5^  would have to be modified to account for the loss. 
Also in the case an equation similar to Equation 5^  would have to be 
written, since 'WLAB2 would no longer be zero. 
Computer Flow Diagram 
The computer program for this problem was written in Basic Programming 
Support Fortran IV language, and was run on the IBM System/360. The pro­
gram was divided into three sections, the main program and two subroutines. 
The subroutine "RADATW" calculates all of the absorption that takes place 
in the fluid as a result of emission by the fluid. The other subroutine 
"WLEMIT" calculates the amount of energy absorbed by the fluid and the 
wall per 100 BTU's/hr. leaving the heater. These subroutines also calcu­
late the path lengths of the shells the first time they are called. The 
main program solves the equation of energy in terms of and converts to 
temperatures. It also calculates the mean density and mass flow rate of 
the system at each time interval. 
Figure 10 shows a flow diagram of the computer program. Appendix G 
contains a copy of the actual program which was used. 
Dimensions and Data 
The dimensions of the spherical container and the specific boundary 
6o 
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tabulating where it 
is stored 
RETURN TO MAIN 
Figure 10. Computer flow diagram. 
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conditions chosen as an illustration of the method were "based on a practi­
cal problem. The problem is one of a supercritical, cryogenic oxygen 
storage system capable of supplying oxygen to occupants of a space vehicle 
during prolonged periods of zero-g flight. There will be no convective 
heat transfer because of the absence of a gravity field. Dimensions 
selected for a storage vessel of this type are an inner radius of 0.2 feet 
and an outer radius of 1.0 feet. The oxygen is assumed to be at a uniform 
temperature of 220° R initially, and at a constant pressure of 950 psi at 
all times. Heat is supplied at the inner boundary at the rate of 39 
BTU/hr. and the outer boundary is perfectly insulated, so no heat is lost. 
The oxygen is assumed to be removed uniformly at the outer wall at a 
variable mass flow rate. The mass flow rate is' determined by the amount 
of expansion that occurs in the oxygen as a result of heating the fluid. 
Figure 11 is an artist's conception of a storage vessel. This particular 
vessel does not represent the one which the mathematical model describes. 
The container which fits the mathematical description is idealized to make 
the equations solvable. 
The National Bureau of Standards has published a booklet (4$) from 
which the heat capacity and density data for oxygen were taken. The 
tables have the data tabulated for temperatures up to 5^ 0° R. Above this 
temperature the oxygen was assumed to be an ideal gas. The values for the. 
thermal conductivity were taken from the NBS Circular (l8). The ab­
sorption coefficient data reported in the literature (12,^ 2,43) indicate 
that the absorption coefficient for oxygen depends upon the density. The 
relationship derived from the data was: 
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Figure 11. Supercritical oxygen.storage tank 
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= kl/p/pT)!'?! (55) 
where the primes indicate reference values. The emissive power e was 
S 
evaluated "by integrating Equation 4, expressed as wave numbers intead of 
frequencies, "between the limits of ikOO and 1700 cm~^ . Outside of this 
range oxygen is transparent to thermal radiation. The absorption coeffi­
cient for the diffusion approximation was found hy evaluating Equation 
8TD. In practice was evaluated and combined with k to give k^ , which 
is defined following Equation UOc. The values of ip were found by inte­
grating Equation ^ 5, with the reference temperature T^  being set equal to 
220° R. The data are tabulated in Appendix H. The values of ip for the 
diffusion approximation are not reported. It should be kept in mind that 
i{) for that case is based on values of k^ , not k. 
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PRESENTATION AID DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The purpose of this research has "been to describe radiation heat 
transfer as accurately as possible and to use this as a basis for evaluat­
ing the more approximate methods. The formulation for radiation was in­
corporated with the equation of energy (neglecting convection). The equa­
tion was solved for a physical case of practical importance, heat transfer 
in a supercritical cryogenic oxygen storage tank. It was impractical to 
investigate all of the possible combinations of conditions for the approx­
imate cases. Hence, the cases studied were limited.to thDse giving the most 
information about the radiation phenomena. Table 1 lists the possible 
cases and indicates which ones were chosen to he studied. 
Table 1. Possible cases to study 
All physical Absorption All physical 
properties coefficient properties 
' ' variable* constant* ' ' ' 'constant* 
I. Conduction only x o x o 
II. Conduction + radiation 
a. Rigorous radiation x o x o x 
h. Diffusion approximation x o x x o 
c. Optical:^  thin 
approximation x o x x 
III. Radiation only 
a. Rigorous radiation x o x o x 
b. Diffusion approximation x o x x o 
c. Optically thin 
approximation x o x x 
*"x" indicates a possible case, "o" indicates a case studied 
Table 2 indicates the specific cases that were solved using the IBM 
System/360 computer. As will he described later in this section, these 
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cases were studied, not only to compare the rigorous and approximate solu­
tions, but to check the stability of the numerical equations. 
Table 2. Computer production runs 
Case Description 
I. Conduction only 30 hour run- variable properties 
II. Conduction + radiation 
30 hour run- variable properties 
(i) Crude radial grid 
(ii) Fine radial grid 
12 hour run- variable properties 
(Fine radial grid) 
30 hour run- variable properties 
(Fine angular grid) 
30 hour run- constant absorption coefficient 
12 hour run- constant thermal diffusivity 
30 hour run- variable properties 
30 hour run- variable properties 
30 hour run- variable properties 
30 hour run- constant absorption coefficient 
30 hour run- variable properties 
30 hour run- variable properties 
The comparison of the rigorous and approximate solutions does not 
depend upon the absolute values of temperatures, energies absorbed and 
emitted, etc. which are reported in this Chapter. However, the influence 
of the physical properties is important. By knowing the range of these 
properties, the conclusions drawn from this research can be extended to 
other fluids with similar properties. The results presented in this 
a. 4l) Rigorous 
(2) Rigorous 
(3) Rigorous 
(4) 
(5) Rigorous 
b. Diffusion 
approximation 
c. Optically thin 
approximation 
III. Radiation only 
a. (l) Rigorous 
(2) Rigorous 
b. Diffusion 
approximation 
c. Optically thin 
approximation 
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Chapter are "based on the supercritical, cryogenic oxygen storage system 
which has already been described. 
In the succeeding sections of this Chapter a description and discus­
sion of the results will be presented. First, the mechanism of radiant 
heat transfer, as described by the rigorous case, is presented. Hext, a 
comparison between the rigorous and approximate solutions is given for 
the case of compound conduction and radiation. The third section con^ 'sts 
of a similar comparison for radiation-only cases. The fourth section is 
devoted to presenting the mass flow rate-time relationships. Finally, 
some observations about the convergence and stability of the numerical 
difference equations are made. 
Radiation Mechanism 
One of the boundary conditions specified for the problem was that of 
a constant heat flux at the heater. Therefore, as the heating begins 
at time zero a wave of energy will begin traveling from the heater to the 
outer wall. Conduction in the fluid is poor, so the wave will require a 
finite time to travel completely through the fluid. This wave accounts 
for some radiation effects which will be described later. The constant 
heat supplied at the heater causes a continual increase in heater tempera­
ture. Radiation heat transfer, which is small initially, increases as the 
heater temperature rises. Figure 12 shows how the percentage of the heat 
transferred by conduction at the heater decreases as a function of time. 
The energy due to conduction was calculated by difference using Equation 
53. 
The energy absorbed by a fluid element is proportional to the product 
Figure 12 
12 16 20 24 28 
TIME (HRS) 
Conduction at the heater 
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of the absorption coefficient and the amount of energy that enters the 
element. The energy emitted by a fluid is proportional to the product 
of the absorption coefficient and emissive power of the element. In the 
first case* the absorption coefficient is a characteristic of the tempera­
ture of the element, and the energy reaching it is dependent upon the 
temperature of some distant element. However for emission, both the ab­
sorption coefficient and the emissive power are functions of the local 
temperature. The results presented in Figures 13 and l4 can be explained 
by keeping these statements in mind. 
Figure 13 shows the emission from and absorption by the wall as a 
function of time. Similarly Figure l4 shows the emission from and ab­
sorption by gas shells at a distance from the heater. The distance 
between the emission and absorption curves gives a measure of the net 
radiant energy transferred at the particular radial location and time. 
If the emission curve is above the absorption curve, there is a net loss 
of radiant energy, and if the curves are in the opposite relationship, 
there is a net gain of radiant energy. 
Emission from the heater begins at a low value and as the heater 
temperature increases, so does emission. This behavior is a direct result 
of the emissive power being a function of the temperature. The emission 
from the gas shell surrounding radial position 0.3, in Figure l4, does 
not increase monotonically with time, but instead goes through a maximum. 
The absorption comes mainly from the heater, since the rest of the gas is 
still too cold to radiate an appreciable amount of energy. As the tempera­
ture of the heater is raised, more and more energy reaches the shell at 
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0.3. This radiant energy, along with the conduction energy, raises the 
temperature of the gas in the shell. The result is to increase the 
emissive power and decrease the absorption coefficient. For the case of 
oxygen, the product of the emissive power and absorption coefficient in­
creases with temperature until the oxygen reaches the range of its criti­
cal temperature (278° R). In this region the density change and in turn, 
the absorption coefficient change, is so rapid that the product of emissive 
power and absorption coefficient reaches a maximum around 285° R, goes 
through a minimum around 310° R, and finally rises monotonically there­
after. Figure l4 shows the effect of reaching the maximum. The emission 
curve at 0.3 goes through a maximum at a time corresponding to the time 
when the temperature of the shell is in the critical temperature range. 
At 30 hours the curve appears to be reaching a minimum. If the problem 
would have been continued beyond 30 hours, there is no reason to believe 
that the curve would not turn upward again and continue to increase mono­
tonically. Throughout the 30 hour time period, the temperature in the 
shell at 0.4 is never high enough to emit an appreciable amount of energy. 
Figure l4 shows this clearly. It also shows that the shell is a net ab­
sorber in the time period investigated. 
The heater absorbs all the energy which reaches it because it is a 
black body. The energy which reaches the heater is due primarily to the 
energy being emitted in the nearby shells. In fact, the energy contribut­
ed by shells at radial positions at (and beyond) 0.4 is negligible in the 
time period studied. Therefore, the shape of the absorption curve in 
Figure 13 can be directly attributed to the energy emitted from the gas in 
shells surrounding radial positions 0.2"and 0.3. The shape of the 
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absorption curve in Figure 13 is comparable to the emission curve at 0.3 
in Figure ll|. Although the emission curve at 0.2 has not, been plotted, 
its shape is the same as that of 0.3, and the two combine to give the total 
absorption effect seen in Figure 13. Because the wall absorption curve is 
so intimately related to the emission curves in the gas shells, it would 
be expected to go through a minumum at some time after 30 hours. 
The energy absorbed by the gas shells comes from the heater and from 
the other shells of the gas. There is also a small amount of self-absorp­
tion in each shell. Initially, when the absorption coefficient is large, 
the shell absorbs essentially all of the energy which reaches it. As the 
temperature increases, the absorption coefficient decreases until the 
shell absorbs only a fraction of the incident energy and allows the remain­
der to pass through. Some of this effect can be seen in Figure l4 for the 
absorption curve at 0.3. The energy absorbed goes through a maximum, then 
decreases and appears to become fairly constant after 27 hours. At this 
time the shell has crossed the critical temperature region, and the density 
has become relatively constant with respect to temperature. Since the ab­
sorption coefficient is related to the density by Equation 55j it also 
becomes relatively constant. Therefore after 27 hours the fraction ab­
sorbed by the shell will become fairly constant. However, if the energy 
striking the shell increases, the energy absorbed will increase, The 
shell at O.li has not reached a sufficiently high temperature after 30 hours 
for its absorption coefficient to become constant. It still absorbs essen­
tially all the energy that reaches it. Initially, the main source of its 
energy is the shell at 0.3. However, as the shell at 0.3 increases in 
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temperature, the shell at 0,2 and the heater will "begin to contribute 
energy directly to the shell at 0.^ . 
If the investigation would have been carried out for a longer period 
of time, the other shells would behave in the same manner as those just 
described. There would be a time delay until the energy wave was felt by 
the fluid in the outer radial positions. Each shell would begin to emit 
when the wave reached it, causing absorption to begin in the next shell. 
As the energy accumulated in that shell (by conduction and radiation), the 
shell itself would begin to emit.' After a sufficient period the shell 
would change from a net absorber to a net emitter, thus transmitting more . 
and more energy to the next shell. When all the shells become net emitters, 
there would be direct interchange between all of the shells eind the walls. 
The direct interchange would have the effect of flattening out the tempera­
ture profile. 
Comparison With Approximations-Conduction Included 
The information presented in Figures 15, l6, IT, and l8 compares the 
results of the rigorous case with the diffusion (variable and constant a) 
and optically thin approximations, as well as with conduction-only and a 
rigorous formulation with constant absorption coefficient. 
Diffusion approximation'(variable a) 
The diffusion approximation is the easiest of the approximate formu­
lations to combine with conduction. Therefore, if the conditions are such 
that the diffusion approximation is valid, it is desirable to use it. In 
the present problem, where the absorption coefficient is so large initially, 
it would seem that this approximation is valid. 
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Mien the radiation mean free path becomes about equal to the size of 
the characteristic dimension of the system, the approximation begins to 
break down. In the oxygen system this happens about 300° R. Figure 15 
shows that the portion of the fluid which is below 300° R can be adequately 
described by the diffusion approximation. For fluid temperatures above 
300° R, the diffusion approximation overestimates the effect of radiation. 
The approximation is an overestimate because the temperatures which are 
predicted near the heater are much lower than those of the rigorous case. 
• Diffusion'approximation ' (constant a) 
The solution to the constant thermal diffusivity problem is found by 
solving Equations 43 and itU. A solution of this type is desirable since ' 
in a relatively short time a solution can be found without the use of a 
computer. Two values of absorption coefficient were selected and the 
corresponding values of the thermal diffusivity were used for the calcu­
lation. The first value 0.897 ft. ^  was selected because it is the point 
at which radiation begins to play a significant role. This value corres­
ponds to a temperature of 320° R. At this time about l6% of the value of 
the effective thermal conductivity is contributed by radiation. The other 
value 0.403 ft. corresponds to a temperature of 385° R and a 72% radia­
tion contribution. 
Figure l8 points out that the first choice overestimates the effect of 
radiation throughout the system. Near the heater the temperature is under­
estimated, indicating that the approximation overestimates the importance 
of radiation. In the fluid away from the heater the temperature is over­
estimated, indicating that the approximation has allowed for too much heat 
transfer in this region. The second choice of absorption coefficient 
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underestimates the effect of radiation on the system near the heater, hut 
is a good approximation further out in the fluid. The choice of a constant 
thermal diffusivity which describes the entire system seems to be im­
possible, The best that can be expected is to select a value which describes 
the portion of the fluid in which it is important to know the temperature 
profile accurately. 
Optically thin'(variable prôpértiés) 
The optically thin approximation is described by Equation 40d. This 
approximation is expected to be good at estimating the heater temperature, 
since it is in the region of the heater where the gas becomes warm enough 
to be considered optically thin. Figure l6 shows that the heater tempera­
ture is predicted accurately by the approximation. In the colder fluid the 
approximation breaks down. Even though radiation has not become very im­
portant in the system after 2k hours (about lh% at the heater), this 
approximation, has raised the temperature profile throughout the fluid. 
The reason the profile is raised is because the optically thin approxima­
tion assumes that every part of the fluid sees essentially black body 
radiation, the strength of which is characteristic of the heater tempera­
ture. The optically thin case for radiation-only shows this even more 
dramatically, but that will be discussed later. The data for the energy 
absorbed in each shell has not been plotted, but here too it is very 
evident that this approximation grossly overestimates the absorption in 
the cold fluid. 
Côhdùctiôii-only 
"Conduction-only" is usually the case investigated when convection is 
unimportant. Figure l6 shows that a good sized error can be made in the 
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heater temperature if radiation is not taken into account. For the case of 
supercritical, cryogenic oxygen, "conduction-only" gives a reasonable 
estimate of temperature profiles in cold portions of the oxygen. However, 
if a critical calculation, such as the mass withdrawal rate in a space 
craft, is based on the heater temperature as computed by conduction-only, 
the results could be disasterous. 
.Rigorous.formulation.(constant.k^ ) 
What differences are observed when calculating the radiation contribu­
tion by the rigorous formulation with constant and with variable absorption 
coefficients? For the specific case which was studied, no significant dif­
ference was observed in the temperature profiles. Since the radiation con­
tribution was so small this is to be expected. After 30 hours the tempera­
ture at the heater, for the constant absorption coefficient (0.4 ft. 
case, was 3° higher (0.5% higher) than for the variable absorption coeffi­
cient case. The temperatures throughout the remainder of the fluid were 
in even closer agreement. 
Figure 17 shows how the absorption in the shell nearest the heater 
is affected when the absorption coefficient is a constant. The variable 
case exhibits the maximum-minimum-monotoiiically increasing characteristic 
of energy absorption which was described in an earlier section. The con­
stant case exhibits a smooth monotonie increase in the energy absorption, 
which is closely related to the increase in the emission from the heater 
with time. Even though the energy absorption in the shell is quite dif­
ferent in the two cases, it was observed that when the temperature of a 
shell was large enough to make'a significant radiation contribution, the 
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net energy exchanged was about the same for the two cases. 
The choice of O.U ft. as the constant absorption coefficient was 
made because it is a value which corresponds to the point at which oxygen 
begins to emit a significant amount of energy. The heater temperature 
reached 581° R after 30 hours (0.5% high), which corresponds to an absorp­
tion coefficient of 0.17 ft. A heater temperature of 800° R corresponds 
-1 to an absorption coefficient of 0.10 ft. . This would probably cause only 
a few percent error in the heater temperature, the temperature in the 
remainder of the fluid being in closer agreement. Therefore, the errors 
involved, even when the heater temperature reaches impractical temperatures, 
are small. For the oxygen storage problem, the choice of O.lj- ft."^  seems 
to be a good one. 
The choice of a constant absorption coefficient reduces the computa­
tions for the rigorous solution by several magnitudes. Although it was 
not done for the data reported, the choice of constant absorption coeffi­
cient makes it necessary to calculate the path length-absorption coeffi­
cient product once, because it will be time invariant. All of the energies 
absorbed in each shell, per 100 units emitted by each shell (interchange 
factors), need bjs calculated only once, instead of at every time increment. 
Such a collapse in size of the computational job should greatly reduce 
computer expenses. The close agreement between the constant and variable 
absorption coefficient cases implies that the interchange factors for the 
variable case do not change rapidly. If the interchange factors are 
slowly varying functions, a logical approach might be to calculate the 
factors only periodically instead of at every time increment. This pro­
cedure could possibly reduce the number of calculations to the point where 
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three dimensional radiation problems would become tractable. 
Comparison With Approximations-Radiation-Only 
A comparison of the temperature profiles for the rigorous, diffusion, 
and optically thin descriptions of radiation-only is presented in Figure 
19. The boundary condition at the heater for this case implies that all 
of the energy being supplied by the heater is radiant energy (39 BTU/hr. 
for this problem). The net energy supplied to the fluid will be the dif­
ference between this energy and the energy absorbed by the heater. The 
calculation of the "jump" wall temperature (as predicted by the discussion 
associated with Figure was based on this net energy. The "jump" wall 
temperature is shown in Figure 19 for the rigorous and the optically thin 
cases (the same for both). By the nature of the diffusion approximation 
formulation, the temperature of the heater is the same as the fluid next 
to the heater and no "jump" temperature is observed. 
Diffusion 
As in the case of diffusion and conduction, the diffusion approxima­
tion for radiation-only overestimates the heat transfer near the heater 
and works quite well for fluid at a distance from the heater. In Figure 
19 the temperature for the rigorous case has been extrapolated to the 
heater, and it is clear that after 2k hours only a very small fraction of 
the fluid has exceeded the,critical temperature. By contrast, the diffu­
sion approximation indicates that a good deal more of the fluid has been 
increased in temperature past the critical region. In fact, the diffusion 
approximation is valid for only a short time period. The length of the 
period depends upon how fast the heater temperature calculated by the 
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approximation passes the critical temperature of the fluid. For oxygen, 
this time period vas less than three hours. At times heyond this, the 
approximation allows too much energy to be transferred into the fluid at 
a distance from the heater. 
Optically thin 
The extrapolated wall temperature for the optically thin approximation 
and the rigorous case are within 25° R of each other after 2h hours. How­
ever, in all the remaining portions of the fluid, the optically thin approx­
imation grossly overestimates the radiant heat transfer. The reason it 
does so is the same as for the case when conduction was included. The 
approximation assumes that each shell sees black body radiation at a 
strength characteristic of the heater temperature. Since the temperature 
is so low (high absorption coefficient) the fluid near the heater will 
absorb all of the energy emitted by the heater. Contrary to what the 
approximation predicts, the fluid far from the heater will receive no 
appreciable energy from the heater. If all of the fluid were at tempera­
tures above the critical, the approximation would be a much better estimate. 
Rigorous formulation.(constant k^ ) 
Unlike the case where conduction was included, the rigorous formula­
tion with constant absorption coefficient (0.4 ft.~^ ) is a poor approxima­
tion for the case of radiation only. Figure 20 shows why this is the case. 
The absorption curves for the variable absorption coefficient lie far above 
those for the constant case. This shows that the proper choice of a con­
stant absorption coefficient is crucial. The temperature profile for the 
variable absorption coefficient in Figure 19 shows that the temperature of 
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the fluid is low throughout, even quite close to the heater. Yet the 
choice of 0.4 ft. ^  for the absorption coefficient corresponds to a tempera­
ture of about 388° R, a temperature that none of the fluid has realized. 
The choice of such a small absorption coefficient does not allow enough 
energy to be absorbed by the fluid, as Figure 20 indicates. The energy 
is available at the heater but the approximation allows too much of it to 
pass through the gas and be reabsorbed by the heater. If the case of con­
stant absorption coefficient is used, the choice of the coefficient should 
be made so that it corresponds to a temperature more characteristic of the 
fluid. For the present problem, a choice below the critical temperature 
of oxygen would probably give much better results. 
Mass Flow Rate 
In an earlier section it was mentioned that an engineer's primary 
concern in studying heat transfer is not necessarily the temperature pro­
file. Rather, he may be interested in some quantity which can be calculat­
ed from a knowledge of the temperature profile. Such a quantity for an 
oxygen storage system is the mass withdrawal rate from the storage vessel. 
The mean density can be calculated from the temperature profile for each 
time step. The difference in the mean densities at two succeeding time 
intervals multiplied the volume of the container and divided by the size 
of the time step is the mass withdrawal rate. The mean density at each 
time will be lower than the time preceding because the addition of heat to 
the system causes the mean temperature to rise and the mean density to fall. 
Figure 21 shows the mass flow rate as a function of time. The mean 
density was initially calculated by numerically integrating the densities 
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which were characteristic of the values of ip at each of the radial grid 
points. Curve 1 in Figure 21 indicates that the corresponding mass flow 
rate behaves sporadically.• Even more spurious behavior was observed for 
the mass flow rates calculated from the various approximate formulations. 
The following paragraph explains the reason why this behavior was observed. 
The density of oxygen falls very rapidly as the temperature passes 
from about 280 to 310° R. As the temperature of each shell of fluid 
reaches this critical range the mass flow rate increases tremendously. 
This observation seems to point out calculational difficulties in finding 
the mean density for cases when a shell of fluid is in the critical temper­
ature range. To alleviate the difficulties, the values of ip between ad­
jacent grid positions were assumed to be linear, and the range was divided 
into ten equal parts. The corresponding values of density at each of the 
new i|; values were used to calculate the mean density. Figure 22 shows the 
results for radial grid spacings of 0.05 and 0.10 ft. When the first shell 
of fluid reaches the critical region a maximum in the curve is still ob­
served, and the two grid spacings do not give comparable answers. After 
six hours the two do give similar answers. Curve 2 in Figure 21 shows the 
result of the subdivision for a radial grid spacing of 0.10 ft. The results 
are not comparable with Curve 1. We are confident that a convergent solu­
tion could be found if the subdivisions for calculating the density were 
made small enough. However, further investigation was not warranted since 
the primary purpose of the present research was an investigation of radiant 
energy transfer. The mass flow rate problem has been sufficiently studied 
to be assured that the origin of the spurious flow fluctuations has been 
isolated. The numerical errors associated with the problem have been 
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recognized and the fluctuating flow rate would not mistakenly be assumed 
to "be the real "behavior. 
Convergence and Stability 
In a non-linear system, such as the one which is being investigated, 
it is impossible to formulate an analytical expression which will specify 
the limits of convergence and stability. For such cases there is some 
justification for checking these questions by making computer runs at dif­
ferent grid spacings to see whether or not the temperature profiles corres­
pond. Before doing so, it is well advised to check the conditions which 
produce convergent and stable solutions for partial differential equations 
with constant coefficients. 
If the radiation terms are neglected in Equation k6  and if a is assumed 
constant for the moment, the result is a one dimensional parabolic heat 
flow equation in terms of The necessary and sufficient condition for 
the finite difference equation, written in explicit form, to converge is 
given by Equation 48. The highest value that a takes in the present 
2 problem is 0.025 ft /hr. Any choice of time and distance grid for which 
Equation 48 will hold is sufficient. The standard grid used was 1/6 hour 
for At and 0.10 ft. for Ar, hence 3 = 0.417. Therefore, the system is 
convergent for all times of interest in the problem. Lapidus (26) shows 
that the criterion for stability and convergence is identical for this 
case. 
Fortunately, the solution for short times, given in Appendix F, is 
another check on the difference equations. At very short times the effect 
of radiation is negligible (at 12 hours it contribij^ s only 8% at the heater). 
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Therefore, the ip profiles calculated at short times hy the computer can he 
compared with those calculated "by Equation F-S. Figure 23 shows this 
comparison for radial positions of 0.2 and 0.3 feet. At greater radial 
positions the values of ip were so small that no appreciable differences 
could be found. The computer curves reported in Figure 23 were the ones 
for the standard grid size. A run for a grid size of 0.05 feet and l/2h 
hour (the value of g remained the same) produced results which fell 
exactly on the hand calculated curves. The curves for the standard and 
fine grids approach each other near the 12 hour mark and are indistinguish­
able thereafter, indicating that the solution is' convergent and stable. 
Since the radiation emitted from the wall contributes the largest 
part of the radiant energy to the fluid, it is desirable to know the 
heater temperature accurately. The solution of the constant properties 
case indicates that <{) is a linear function of radius. This fact was used 
in the estimation of the second derivative term at the wall in Equation 
50. An earlier study assumed that ^  was such a linear function. A com­
parison of the two cases reveals that by using (j) instead of tjj the wall 
temperature can be calculated accurately by using more than twice as large 
a radial grid spacing. This is important because cutting the grid size 
in two increases the number of calculations by eight. 
The number of angles into which the radiation portion of the problem 
was divided was six. One computer run was made using twelve angles, and 
the result was that the temperature profiles remained unchanged. Since 
radiation never becomes too important, this is a result that might be 
expected. However, the critical criterion was whether or not the shells 
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absorbed the same amount of energy for the two cases. In a 30 hour run 
for the two angular grids, the energies absorbed in each shell are either 
less than 10% different, or else so small that the absolute value makes 
no significant contribution to the energy transfer. So for this problem, 
it is safe to use six angles to describe the radiant heat transfer. A 
check on the effect of the angular grid is well advised for each new 
problem. The choice of six angles can by no means be the general number 
necessary to give satisfactory results for all cases. It was used in this 
study because it gave consistent answers for the radiation heat transfer 
contribution. 
9h .  
CONCLUSIONS AND EECOMMENDATIONS 
The following conclusions can "be drawn as a result of the preceding 
discussion: 
1. The "exact" calculation of radiant heat transfer was accomplished 
in a spherically symmetrical system, using a modified zone-
interchange method. 
2. Analyses of an oxygen storage system which included only con­
duction heat transfer are significantly different from analyses 
which also accounted for radiation heat transfer. For a fixed 
total heat flux, the major effect of including the radiant 
energy contribution is reduction of temperature gradients. 
3. The "jump" temperature phenomenon at a wall occurred as a 
natural consequence of the rigorous radiation formulation. 
h. The existing radiation approximations failed to predict the 
temperature profiles adequately. The approximations were 
unreliable for "both the cases of variable and constant physical 
properties. The results of the "exact" calculation suggested 
a new approximation which may make the three-dimensional radia­
tion problem tractable. 
5. The importance of the variable absorption coefficient could 
not be fully assessed. 
The following recommendations are suggested for extension of this 
research: 
1. The conclusions about the approximate methods should be generaliz­
ed by extending the rigorous case to (a) other radiating fluids, 
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(b) other geometries; such as rectangular and cylindrical, and 
(c) other boundary conditions; such as walls at constant 
temperature and walls with emissivities between the zero and 
one. 
Further attempts should be made to establish an adequate a 
priori approximation for radiating fluids. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
The following nomenclature applies to all preceding sections. For 
some terms more than one meaning has been assigned. All of these, as 
well as other special symbols, are defined within the text of the section 
for which they apply. 
2 
A Area (ft ), constant of integration, or energy absorbed. 
(BTU/hr.) 
A^ ;Ag Constants of integration., 
A(i) Energy absorbed by shell i. (BTU/hr.) 
A(Wi) Energy absorbed by wall i. (BTU/hr.) 
A^ (i) Energy absorbed by shell i after reflection. (BTU/hr.) 
2 
a Absorption cross section (ft./ft. ) 
G Speed of light, (cm./sec) 
Cp Heat capacity. (BTU/lb. °R) 
C^ C^g Constants. 
d Distance, (ft.) 
E Energy. (BTU/hr.) 
E^ (i) Energy absorbed by shell i. (BTU/hr.) 
Eg(i) Energy emitted by shell i. (BTU/hr.) 
E^ (i) Energy leaving shell i after self-absorption. (BTU/hr.) 
E^ (t) Exponential integral (Equation l4). 
Eg(i) Energy emitted by shell i into angle 0. (BTU/hr.) 
2 
e or e^  Black body emissive power. (BTU/hr. ft. ) 
2 
e^  Emissive power of a fluid. (BTU/hr. ft. ) 
2 
e^  Emissive power of a surface. (BTU/hr. ft. ) 
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Emmisive power at frequency v, ware number w. (BTU/hr.ft.) 
p 
Radiation flux vector. (BTU/hr. ft ) 
Fraction or function. 
O 
Forward energy flux. (BTU/hr. ft ) 
Gaussian quadrature constant. 
Planck constant, (erg sec) 
2 
Intensity of radiation or integer. (BTU/hr. ft radian) 
Integer. 
2 Backward energy flux (BTU/hr. ft ) or integer. 
Boltzmann constant (erg/°K) or thermal conductivity. 
(BTU/hr. ft. °R) 
Effective thermal conductivity for conduction and diffusion 
radiation. (BTU/hr. ft. °R) 
Absorption coefficient for radiation (ft. ^ ) 
Integer. 
Integer. 
Integer. 
Pressure (PSI) 
Conduction heating rate. (BTU/hr.) 
Constant heating rate. (BTU/hr.) 
Heat flux. (BTU/hr. ft^ ) 
Radiant heat flux. (BTU/hr. ft.^ ) £ 
Radius of wall i (ft.). 
Roots of constant property solution. 
Radial distance, (ft.) 
Distance, (ft.) 
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T Temperature. (°R) 
t Time. (hr.) 
V Volume, (ft^ ) 
V Velocity, (ft./sec.) or volume (ft.^ ). 
¥ Non-dimensional temperature. 
X Coordinate distance. 
x^ ,Xg,Xg Coordinate distances. 
y Coordinate distance or function. 
Z Non-dimensional distance. 
2 
a Thermal diffusivity (ft /hr), angle, or absorptivity. 
0 Angle or finite difference grid ratio. 
V Angle 
A Indicates small difference. 
ô Diameter of volume element, (ft.) 
E Emissivity 
9 Angle or non-dimensional time. 
Absorption coefficient for diffusion approximation (ft. ^ ). 
 ^ Mass absorption coefficient for radiation of frequency v, wave 
2 
number co. (ft /lb.) 
Source function, ratio of the emission coefficient and the 
2 
absorption coefficient. (BTU/hr. ft radian) 
X Wave length, (ft.) 
Xg Mean free path of radiation, (ft.) 
Gaussian quadrature variable. 
y COS0 
V Frequency. (sec~^ ) 
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p Density, (ibs./ft^ ) 
2 11. 
0 Maxwell-Boltzmann constant. (BTU/hr. ft °R ) 
2 3 
T Optical thickness, shear stress (ihs./ft ), or volume (ft ). 
52 Solid angle (radians). 
w Wave number (ft ) or solid angle (radians). 
Integral of k with respect to T. (BTU/hr. ft.) 
V Del operator. 
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APPENDIX A 
Proof of Constant Path Length in Shell N 
A geometrical proof will be given that shows the path length of a 
"beam of energy as it passes through shell N to he the same length every 
time it passes through the shell. Consider Figure 2h. Assume that the 
beam originates at point A. For convenience choose shell F to be the 
shell adjacent to the reflecting surface. The proof can be made for any 
other shell too. 
Since the angle of incidence is equal to the.angle of reflection, 
observe that The line drawn perpendicular to the line ON 
and intersecting the radial position (R - Ar) forms two congruent 
triangles (two angles of equal size and a common side). The corresponding 
sides of congruent triangles are equal, so 8^  = Similarly 
N^-l ~ ®N+2' ®I-2 ~ ^ N+3'' 
In the isosceles triangle MON, the angles and are equal. 
Similarly in triangle (M-l)O(N-l),  ^= 6^ ^^ . From trigonometric 
identities it can be seen that = g,, ^  and = Y,, n • Therefore, 
N+2 M-1 ÏÏ+1 M-1 
triangles MO(M-1) and HO(N+l) are congruent and 8^ ^^  = S^ . In a similar 
manner S^ g^ = S^ ^^  = 
By continuing along the same lines, it can be shown that the path 
length of a beam of energy through any shell N will be a constant, no 
matter how many times the beam passes through the shell N. 
106. 
Figure 2k.. Geometry of the path of a.beam.of energy 
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APPEKDIX B 
Observations About Radiation Definitions 
This section shows how some of the basic definitions in radiation 
heat transfer arise. Equation 27 gives a general expression for the 
energy reaching a surface per unit area per unit solid angle from a fluid 
of constant absorption coefficient and extending for a distance L. 
Further, if a constant emissive power e^  for the fluid is assumed, Equa­
tion 27 can be integrated directly to obtain; 
. e..COS0 
E = [1 - exp(-k^ L/cose)] (B-l) 
In general the absorptivity is defined by: 
a = 1 - exp(-k^  r) (B-2) 
and by Kirckhoff's Law e = a. 
Let r be the total length traveled in the fluid in direction 0, then 
r = L/cose. Define 
e = 1 - exp(-kyL/cog8) (B-3) 
the effective emissivity of a fluid at constant temperature in which 
radiation travels a distance L/cos0. Rewriting Equation B-l gives: 
E = -jj-^ cos0 (B-U) 
By definition the emissive power is related to the intensity of radiation 
I^ n ~ n. The subscript n indicates the normal, b indicates 
blackbody, and cos0, which is Lambert's cosine law. Combining 
these further definitions yields: 
E = e (B-5) 
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and "by definition: 
= dq^ /do) (B-6') 
which is the radiant heat flow per unit area per unit solid angle from an 
isothermal gas passing through a surface in one direction. 
It is interesting to note how these definitions follow logically from 
Equation 27 when the proper assumptions are made. 
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APPENDIX C 
Numerical Evaluation of Integrals 
The Gaussian quadrature for unequally spaced data can be used to 
evaluate integrals with known functions as arguments (26). In general 
form: 
/ f(x)dx = (^ 2^ ) [H^ y(X^ ) + Sgy(Xg) +•••+ H^ yU^ )] (C-l) 
9, 
where 
. .2x .T.(a+b) 
= fbliy (C-2) 
and the H 's are coefficients. The values of H and A depend on the 
n n - n  ^
choice of n and are tabulated, the values of are calculated from Equa­
tion C-2j and the values of y(X^ ) are the f(x)'s evaluated at the x^ 's. 
This technique was used to evaluate Equations 30a, 31a, and 32a. For 
the calculation n was chosen to be five. The values of X and H for 
n n 
n=l,2,...,5 are given by Lapidus (26). The following table shows the 
values of x^  and f(x) for each of the equations. 
According to Lapidus, it is difficult to estimate the error involved 
in using quadrature formulas. The use of low order formulas and small 
subintervals will usually be sufficient to make the round-off error 
insignificant. 
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Table 3. Gaussian quadrature functions 
Equation IF f (x) 
30a  ^Ar(l+A^ ) exp[-k^ (x^  - 2r^  x + r? cos^ G)^ ] 
1 
31a , ^  r^ (l+X^ )(l-sin0) exp[+k^ (x^  - 2r^  x + r^  cos^ 9)^ ] 
• 1 
2 2 2 2 
- exp[-k^ (x - 2r^  x + r^  cos 0) ] 
32a  ^Ar(l+X ) exp[-k (x^  + 2r. ^  x + r? ^  cos^ O)^ ] 
^ 1 1  Z *  1 " J «  
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APPENDIX D 
Calculation of Reflections 
The purpose of this section is to derive equations which will indicate 
how much energy is absorbed in each shell of fluid for a specified amount 
leaving a surface. It will be assumed that the walls are specular 
reflectors. 
Outer wall 
Consider the case of energy leaving the outer wall (wall 2, the inner 
wall is wall l) of concentric spheres. There are three possible ways the 
energy can travel: (l) leave wall 2, pass through one shell, and strike 
wall 2 again, etc., (ll) leave wall 2, pass through several shells, and 
strike wall 2 again, etc., and (ill) leave wall 2, pass through several 
shells, strike wall 1, be reflected, pass back through the shells again, 
and strike wall 2, etc. For expediency call E the energy leaving the wall 
and f^  = exp(-k^ S^ ), the fraction passing through shell n and traveling a 
distance S in it. Also, let N designate the shell adjacent to the outer 
wall and A^ (n) the total energy absorbed in shell n after passing through 
the shell i times. 
Casé I. The energy absorbed in shell ÏÏ the first time through is 
A^ (H) = (l-fjj)E and the amount absorbed by wall 2 is A^ (W2) = e^ f^ . After 
k such trips: 
k 
j=0 
k 
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The terms of the siammation form a geometric series, which is convergent 
since f^ Xl and E^ l^. Therefore as k approaches infinity the value of the 
sums "become : 
• Casé II. In this case designate shell W-I' to "be the innermost 
shell through which the radiation travels. Shell I-N' will be the only 
shell through which the beam of energy will pass once for each reflection, 
all other shells N-n, n=0,l, ,]SI'+1 will be traversed twice. For a 
general shell I-n, the energy absorbed as a result of the first reflection 
is 
A^ (ïï-n) = E(l-f^ _^ )fQ_^ +^ ....f^  + 
2 
 ^W-n-l ^ I-n ^ N-n+l*"*^ N^  
The second time through gives 
A^ dr-n) = A^ (N-n) + E[ (l-e^ ) (l-f^ _^ )fjj_j^ , +%" "^ If-n+l^ E-n^ E-n+l' " 
+ E [ ( l-e^  ) ( I fI +1 • • • ^u>n-l^ N-n^ N-n+l  ^
Continuing to add terms each time there is a reflection will result in an 
infinite series of the same form as in Case I, Let R be the product of 
the fjj ^ 's, n=l,2, W, then the resulting equation is: 
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•  ^ c o ( •  •  •  •  ^ l i f - n + l ^ U - n ^ - H '  *  ^  ^ ^^ .g) 
'•^ N-W - (l-CgjR ](fjjfjj_^ ...fjj_^ ) 
n=0,l,2,...,E-n'+l 
Similar equations can be derived for shell I-W and for wall 2. 
•AJM') (l-f,,_,,,)B.., 
(D_4) 
, 
Casé III. The only difference "between this and the previous case 
is that the energy reflects from wall 1 before it returns to wall 2. After 
one traverse through the fluid and-back again: 
A^ (]J-n) = E(l-fjj_^ )fjj...fj^ _^ _|_^  + E(l-fj^ __^ )(l-e^ )Rf^ f2...fjj_^ _^  
After two times through: 
AgCN-n) = A^ (W-n) + E(l-fg_^ )(l-E^ )(l_Eg)R^ f^ .. 
•n+l 
+ E(l-fjj^ _^ )(l-ei) (l-EgjR ^ i^ 2*"^ N-n-l 
and for infinitely many passes: 
(l^ e^ )B^  
AJU-n) . -&-«+! .f„.J 
—_— ID-b; 
[1 - (l-e^ )(l-e2)R ] 
n=0,l,2,...,N-1 
For the walls, the two equations are: 
Ilk 
(D-T) 
E [1 - (1-£^ )(1-£^ )R^ ] 
A^(W2) 
(D-8) 
E [1 - (1-£^ )(1-£^ )R^ ] 
Inner wall 
Consider the case of ener^  E leaving wall 1. This time there is only 
one possibility, the energy leaves wall 1, passes through the fluid, 
reflects from wall 2, passes hack through the fluid, strikes wall 1 again, 
etc. The steps are the same as Case III above, except that the energy 
originates at wall 1 instead of wall 2. It turns out that Equation D-6 
can be used if and replace each other and n replaces E-n. Similarly, 
2 for wall 1, Eq^ uation D-T holds with e^ R replaced by E^ l^-CgyR in the 
2 
numerator, and for wall 2, Equation D-8 holds with e^ R replacing Egfl-e^ )^  
in the numerator. 
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APPEKDIX E, 
General Constant Property Solution 
The general description of the constant property problem has been 
given in the Theoretical Development section. In this section the details 
of arriving at Equation ^ 3 will be shown. The Laplace transform of Equa­
tions k2 reduces the partial differential equation to an ordinary one, 
which has the following solution: 
W(s,z) = [sinh{ (s (z-l)} + c^  \fs" cosh{ fs (z-l)}] (E-l) 
where A(s ) = (fïïcosh \fs" + (c^ c2s-l)sinh /s". The corresponding solution in 
the 0 domain has the form: 
W(0,z) = R + E R (E-2) 
n=l 
The use of conventional complex variable analysis indicates that there is 
a double pole at s=0, and first order poles at the roots of Equation 4^ -, 
where /s=ix. The results of the analysis show that: 
R =  ^
-g— + —^  -J- 4. (c^ +2)e 
(3+ =1=2) 
(E-3) 
and 
. 2.exp(-x •0)..sin{x.(l-z)}.+ .c_x. cos{%.(l-z)} 
3  ^
Combining Equations E-3 and E-4 gives Equation 43. 
The following calculations are an example of the application of Equa­
tions 43 and W. Shown are typical calculations made to find the points 
ll6 
plotted in Figure l8. The values of are found "by solving Equation 44 
by trial and error. The first four values of x^  are: 3.T49, 6.655» 9.735, 
and 12.81. The inner and outer radii are 0.2 and 1.0 ft. respectively, so 
Ci = = 0.2/(1.0-0.2) = 0.25, = 1.25 
The time 2k hours is chosen, and for the case of = 0.4025 ft.~^ , the 
value of 01 is 0.0212 ft^ /hr, and the value of k is 0.0521 BTU/hr ft °R. 
E =• • «T - _ (24)(0.0212) ^  
(R2-RI)^  (1.0-0.2)2 
If the exponential term for n=2 is evaluated, 
expf-XgG) = exp(-6.6552 x 0.795) = (0.0009)^  
it is seen that terms above n=l are negligible. Therefore, the solution 
will merely be: 
W(0.795,2) = Rg + 
Suppose the radial position r=0.3 ft. is chosen as an example. Then 
sin x^ (z-i) = sin(-3.749 x 0.875) = 0.l40 
cos x^(z-l) = cos(-3.749 X 0.875) = -O.990 
sin x^  = sin(3.749) = 0.570 
From Equations E-B and E-4: 
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R = 
[- + (0.25)(1.25)] 
(0.125)3 ; (0.125)2(1.25) 
g + 2 
u 1 : 0:25 X 1.25 (0.25 .+ .0.125)(^ ,+ . ' 
(j + 0.25 X 1.25) 
R = 0.93k 
+ (0.25 + 0.125)(0.795) 
p _ -2 éx?(-3.749 x 0.795) r ' ' ' ' (O.lkO) + (1.25)(3.7^ 9)(-0.990)' ''' i 
 ^ 3^-7^ 9)(0.570) 1 + (3)(0.25)(1.25) + [(0.25)(l.25)(3.749)]^  
= -0.001 
Therefore : 
¥(0.795,0.125) = 0.93k - O.OOl = 0.933. 
From the equation defining W(0,z) 
T(tjr) = + Q^ W(e,z)/llIIrk 
T(2k,0.3) = 220 + (39)(0.933)/kn(0.3)(0.052l) = k07.5° R. 
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APPEEDIX F 
Constant Property Solution for Short Times 
There is always a finite period of time following the instant when 
heating is begun in a system until the effects are felt throughout the 
system. If the heating rate is low and the conductivity of the fluid is 
low, as in the case of the oxygen storage vessel, then for a relatively 
long period of time the temperature at the boundary opposite the heater 
will remain constant. Also, if the temperature is initially low enough, 
the effects of radiation are negligible. By dropping the radiation terms 
and making the substitutions, 6 = at and z = r-R^ , Equation 4% can be 
written; 
9*(t,z) . .9^ (j*(t.,z) 
(F-l) 
Since the wall opposite the heater is unaffected initially, it can be 
treated as if it were an.infinite distance away. Then the boundary condi­
tions associated with Equation F-l are: 
<j) = 0 as z ^  » (F-2a) 
atz = 0 (F-2l>) 
and the initial condition is: 
(J) = 0 at t = 0 (F-2C) 
Carslaw and Jaeger (3) report the solution to this problem (Equation 3, 
p. 2^ 8): 
Q /  2  I I  2  
*(t,r) = j^ erfc( - exp(|-)exp(^ )erfc( ^  (F-3) 
1 Rl V 
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.. g2 
This equation is simple to use because only three groups , (~) » and 
need to be calculated. All the functions are tabulated quantities. 
«1 
One helpful form of the complimentary error function, for small arguments, 
is its series representation. 
2  .  .  , 6  
erfc(x) = 1 - erf(x) = 1 - ^  [l - jyj + |yj - +•••] x < °° 
/n 
(F-H) 
The following calculations are an example of the application of Equa­
tion F-3. For an illustration, the value of ijj, as shown in Figure 23, will 
be calculated at the heater surface (r = 0.2 ft.) when t = 2 hours. The 
value of a is 0.002 ft./hr. and = 39 BTU/hr. First, evaluate the 
three non-dimensional groups: 
_•• (0.2-0.2)^  _ -
ÏÏôt ~ (4)(0.002)(2) 
•z_ '(0.2-0.2) = 0 
0 .2  
6t (0.002)(2) _ 
(0.2)2 
ïïext calculate the complimentary error functions, 
/? 
Ikat ' 
• 
erfc( Jt—t)= erfc(O) = 1.0 
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erfc( = erfc(0.3l6) = 1.0 - (2)(0.3l6)^ ^^ Q _ 0J-. + £iPi _ ] 
V  r / i T  3  1 0  
= 0.655 
Hence: 
\ p ( 2 , 0 . 2 )  = 5n(o.2)'-^ '° ~ exp(0)exp(0.l)(0.655)] 
= 4N(O.2)[I'0 - (1.0)(1.105)(0.655)] 
.= 4.28 
hr.ft 
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APPENDIX G 
Computer Programs 
The programs used for solving the equation of energy, with a term for 
radiation included, were written in Basic Programming Support Fortran IV 
Language for the IBM System/360 computer. This section contains the main 
programs for the conduction-radiation and for radiation-only cases, as 
well as the subroutines used to calculate the gas and wall radiation 
contributions. The progra.Tnm.ing nomenclature is listed following the 
programs. 
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THE HAIN PROGRAM FOR 
HEAT TRANSFER IN A RADIATING FLUID WITH 
TCNPERATUHE DEPENDENT PROPERTIES 
(RIGCROUS SOLUTION!  
GALEN G BRITZ 
CCKMON EMIT(2 i l .AHSRP(?S} tEKC(25>.ABSCFT(2») ,FRACENU' i )«ANG(U)»  
IPRUOFKI / ) )  tFRAC(?5)  (SnLANGU?!  tLTHCLC.hLADl .HLAt )2 ,NCnN«NTHEtA« N^Af)Wl ,ErnwMl,CMlT&,0eLTR,CN0Fl%(25l, }hkADC(25l,WfcAHhl*kiEAttta2*KAr(2)),RA02(25).MA0SI2S)iMAft4U%)» 
4 RA05 l2b) ,MA06(25* ,SHLVCLI25I  
OIHCNSION PSlHT(25.2) fAEST(25 l tALPHAI  69) i fHPOMR(691«PSH691 « 
lT fMPj69)  ,TTAH25»»CFT(69) ,ACFT(2S»,DFNS(69) , f0N0|69»,  
I CAP! 69) f ABCAS(25) .E»'G&S(2&) •HrFLXF(25)«KHO(25) i .vrLSHL(;?^ i.ccNnc(2b) 
4 ,TEHIT(?5)»TAbSRP(2S)* rABGAS(25}>TEHGASI25)  
5  « PRAC{20OUrPSI (20 I .PPSM2O0) tPRHU(2C0)  
KCACt I f  701)  SCGNtNTHETAfRADhl .RAnH?,EHISVt»EHlSV2 
701 r rRH/cr (2 I5 , l0X,SF l0 .5 )  
K6A[ : (1 |70 ; )  CELTIP|NNULt iNALt iC l tC2 
702 FLRKAT(F in .5$2I5 ,2F l0 .5 )  
HbACt  U700)  (TEMPI  D tOENSd )  »C0Nn 11  ) ,  PS 1  U  I  f CAP (  1  )  »  ALPHA (  M.CFTd)  
l .E^ 'POhRin ,  t« l .69)  
7C0 FURWAT(2X,F&.0 ,F7.2 ,F8.4 , f  10 .5 ,F8.4 ,E12.6 ,F7.4 ,n2 .6)  
Wr t lTCU.TOJ)  
703 FCHWATC U  ,  20* iUH INPUT CATA , / / / / )  )i7a4) 
704 FCRMAT(20%,m9H NCf iN NTHtTA RAOWT RAnW2 fM lSVl  EMSV2 D 
i r iT IM NNULL NALL CI  02  • /»  
WKlTC<3*705)  NCCN,NrHETA(HACH) tRAnN?iEHlSVl fEHlSV2tOELTlH»NNULLi  
INALL*C1*C2 
705 FCRMAT<20X, I4 ,M,5%,F5.Z ,3K,F5.2* )X,F6.3 ,3X,F6.3 , )X ,F6.3 ,3X, I3 ,bX,  
l l J *4XtF6.2 t5X,Fb.2)  WHnU3,706) 
706 FCRMAT I  MM 
FCURIH «  I .@##4 
C 
C . IN IMALIZC PRCBLEM 
C 
OELTR «  IRACW2-RACWI) /NCON 
OELTIM -  l .C /6 ;0  
T I fC »  0 .0  
PI " ) .1415926» 
ICON «  NCON*? 
PC moo i-i.iccN 
Al< I  
RAOd)  > RACMt  *  |A I -2 .0 )#OELTR 
RAC?( I )  >  »AD( I )«RAC( I I  
KAOi l I )  ^  KAC2( I ) "R&D(n 
HAC4( I )  •  HACWl  •  (AI - ! .5 | tCElTH 
HAC^t1)  *  HAC4( | )«RAC4(1)  
RACùM \  «  RAObt l  ) *R&C4U )  
CCNHC*I )  «  CCNDIKNULL)  
PSlHr(Itn>PSI(NNULL) 
TfALU 1 •  TCKPINNUIL  )  
ArST( l )«ALPHA(NNULL)  .  
AUSCFTd)  >  CFT(NNULL)  
600 f -N-G( I )>EHPf l t iK (NKULL)  
nOELTR •  CELTR/ IO.O 
DC MOO I ' l iB t  
1800 PRAni I )  «  (HACkU»(AI - l ,0 )#ODELTH)*#2 
MVOENS •  OEKS(NNULL)  
FMi r i  •  EMlSVl "4 .0#PX»RA0wl*»2#EMP0WR(hNULL)  
CKIT2»0.0  
KATH -  -1  
KAKAr  «  0  
X »  0*0  
NC »  0  
0N2 «  DELTK*»? 
OTOR? »  DbLI IK /CR2 
R1 »  1 .0  •  CElTR/RACWl  
«2  «  1 .0  -0ELTR/RAnw2 
AREA!  •  4.0«PI«RACW1*>2 
AREA2 •  4.0 'P |»RAnW2*#2 
VCLl  «  4 .n /3 .C#PI 'URAnwl*0 .5#DELTR)##3-RA0Wl#*3)  
VCL2 «  4 .0 /3 ,0»PI« IRAOM2*») - (RACW2-O.V«CELTR»**3)  
MCC\  «  NCON+l  
nENcy • 0.0 
DC B33 I»2»MCCN 
VCLSHL( I )  »  4 .0 /3 .n#P|* (RAD6l  M l  ) -RAD6(  I  )  )  
033 CONTINUE 
or 1833 1-1,80 
1833 DtNCP •  OÉNCM *  (PRACI I )  +  PRAOl !+ i ) ) /2 .0  
•T fTVCL *  4 .0#Pl#0FNCK/DELTlM#nELTR 
Figure 25. Computer program 
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C 
C CALCULATE THE IN IT IAL RADIATION CONTRIBUTION 
C 
LTHCLC- l  
CALL RADATN 
CALL WLgMIT 
LTKCLC "  2  
0  *  OUULAOI-EHlT l t i  l .O 'WCABWl / lOO.O)  
WLABl  «  WLA81 *  WEABhl iEHI f l / lOO.O 
00 831 l» l ,MCCN 
831 ABSRPtn  «  ABSRPU l *WEA80(n#EMIT* / i00 ,0  
on 740 I"j,MC0N 
AeGAStn « o.5*uasRPn-2WABSRP«i-iM 
740 EHGASd)  «  0«*>* (Eh i rU-2HEH|T( l - in  
c  
C F IND THE HEATER TEMPERATURE 
C 
830 T ine  «  TfMEiOCi r iM 
KAHAT >  KANAT •  1  
BETA >  A£ST(2)«CT0R2 
PSlHr i2«2)  •  PSlHT(2 ,n  *  2 .0*BETA«(K l«(PSlHTO, l ) -PSlHr (2 , in  
1  *0E lTR'0 /AREAl*0 .5#DR?#(ABSRPU)-EMITm) /V0LU 
CALCULATE PSIHT PROFILE 
on  601 I>3 ,HCCN 
BETA -  AESTin«DrDR2 
801 PStHTtUZ)  •  PSiHTUtU *  BETA*  (RAD n*U/RADM MPS IHTU *1 ,1)  
I2 .eP5 lHTn,U + RAOn-n /RAOU)*PSlHTU- l>U« 
2  0R2«I  ABGASn ) -EHGAS(  1  H/VCLSMLI I11  
BETA >  AESTUCCN)tDTDR2 
PSIHTI  IC0Nf2)  -  PSIHT( ;C0N,U*2.0#6CTA#(R2#(PSIHTI  ICON-1,  U  
1 -PSIMTUC0N,UI»0ELTR«Q2/AREA2*0.5«DR2*(ABSRP(NC0N*-EMIT(NC0NU 
2  /V0L2)  
C 
C EVALUATE T 
C 
00  812 J»2t IC0N 
IF(PSlHT(J ,2n  799,799,319 
799 11  »  ^NULL 
RATIO -  0 .0  
GO TO 795 
319 IF (TTALU)-425.0)  320,320,321 
320 NCAL «  (TTAL(JM(PS|HTIJ ,2 ) -PSIHT|J , lU /C0N0CfJU/5 .0-39 .0  
GO TO 322 
321 NOAL •  (TTAL(J)« iPSIHTIJ ,2 } -PSlHTU, in /C0N0CIJ l l /25 .0 t29 .0  
322 lF IPSlHr<J ,2) -PSI fN0ALI )  500,501,504 
5C0 DO 311 1-1 ,NALL 
K •  NOAL- I  
IF iPSIHr iJ ,2 ) -PSI (K) l  311,502,503 
311 CONTINUE 
502 I I  -  K 
GC TO 312 
503 t l  *  
CO TO 312 
501.  I I  > NOAL 
GO TO 312 
504 DO 511 I>1 ,NALL 
K'NOAL^ I 
i r (PS lHTU,2) -PSI IKM 505,505,511 
511 CONTINUE 
505 U • K 
GO TO 312 
312 CONTINUE 
RATIO » tPsnn)-PsiHT(j,2n/iPSMin-Psi(ii-iH 
795 CONTINUE 
•  TTAUJI  •  TEMP( IU- ( r£MPUl ) -TÊHP| I l - lM«KATIO 
ENGU» - rMPcuR(in-iCMpQURnn*EHp0MRni*n}«RATi0 
ACFTIJ»  •  CFT( in -<CFTUn-CFTI I l - l )>*RATIO 
CONOCUl  -  CONDI  111- (C0N0(  11  * -COND(  11-1H "RATIO 
KHO(J)  •  OENSI I l l  -  {DENS( I l l -DENS( I l - in*RAT10 
ACST(J)  «  ALPHA( in - (ALPHAni ) -ALPHAI I l -n i«RAT10 
812 CONTINUE 
00  720 I>1 ,NC0N 
720 ABSCFr i I ) -0 .5«(ACFT|  I *U*ACFTI I *2H 
C 
C CALCULATION OF THE RADIATION CONTRIBUTION 
C 
CALL RADATN 
CALL WLEMIT 
EMIT l  -  EM1SV1*AREA1*ENGI2I  
0  "  Q1*WLAB1-EM:T1#( l .O-WEAOWl/100.0)  
WLABl  •  WLAQl  •  WEABW1#EMIT1/100.0  
on  832 I "3 ,KC0N 
832 ABSRPin  -  ABSRPUl4WEA6Cin«EHITU100.0  
00  741 I -3 ,MC0N 
ABGASIU " 0.5*(ABSRP(I-2|4ABSRPU-UI 
Figure 26. Computer program 
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741 EfCASdl " 0.9«UKtn[-7)«EMITU-lU 
C 
C CALCULAT ion  OF THE MEAN DENSITY AND THE PASS FLOW KATE 
C 00 1900 1«UNC0N 
R #  U- l îo lO 
opsnn •  iPSihT i i * i ,? i -Ps iHTM*2$?n/ io .o  OC 1901 j-liio 
Kl • J • K 1401 ppsiun • PSiHTii«ii?i - ij-i)«0Psini 
1900 CONTINUE ppsiian - PSiHTiicoNiS) 
no IA12 J ' l fA l  1 • 2 * (J-ll/IO tFfPPSMJtl 1799,1799,1319 
1799 11  •  NNULL 
KATIU -  0 .0  
CC rc  1796 1)19 : r |TTAl lL ) -425.0)  1320$n20 , l )21  
1320 NCAL «  (TrALa)«(PSIHT(L ,2)  -  PSIHT(L« 1H/CONDC(I .U/S.O ' *39 .0  
ac  TC 1322 
1321 NCAl  »  (TTALU) * IPSIHT(Lf2)-PSlUTa,  1H /CnNOCI l  I  i/29»0«29.0  
1322 tF lPPSI  U) -PSI  (NOALM 1500,1901,1504 
1500 n r  13U l -UNAl l  
K »  NCAl - l  
i r iPPSlUI -PSI IK l l  1311,1502,1503 
nil ccNTiNue 
1502 n  •  R 
GO TU 1312 
1503 I I  •  K*1  
en  fO 1312 
1501 11 »  NCAL 
GC TC 1312 
1504 rc  1511 I« l ,NALL 
K.NfAL*! tFlPPSIIJI-PSMK) ) 1^05,1505,1511 
1511 CCNTINUE 
1509 ll«K 
GC in  U12 
1312 CTNTINUF 
RATiu  >  i psn i i i -pps tun / ips inn*ps i i i i> i i i  
1795 CCNTINUE 
1P12 PkHCU)  •  DFNSnU -  mCNSI  11  l -OENSU 1-1  n« f tAr  lU  
AVCENS « 0.0 
DU I«1,80 RMCHN > (PRA0( 11'PAHCI U*PRAO(l*n#PRHOI 1*1)1/2.0 
848 AVCENS »  AVCENS *  RHQMN 
AVrFNS « AVCe^ S/OENCK 
FIRAT6 - TQTVUL*IRVCENS-AVOENS) 
IF ICELTIK-X l  902,902,903 
902 |F(KAKAT-12I  860,298,298 
903 1 F (KAMAT-  6 )  860,296,298 
C 
C P1INT OUT RESULTS 
C 
?98 KATH >  KATM *1  
IF fKATH- l )  849,849,299 
299 HRITf (3 ,300 l  
3C0 FCR^ 'AICI'I 
KATM •  0  849 Uffirti3,e50> TI^ T 
A50 FPR^ATPONSIH TEKPCRATURE PROFILE AT T IME •  ,F6 .2 ,  6H HRS.  , / / / /#  
WHITE(3 ,853)  C ,WIAB1,EM1T1 
853 FCRKAI l/2UX,3HC -tF10.6,7H UTU/HR,9H HLABl  -,F10«S, \ 7H Brt/HK.9H EKITl ",F10.5,7H PTU/HM,/) 
PCTCON •  C/Cl  
WWITEU, ! ! )  PCTCCN 
11  FrR^Ari25X ,4 lHPERCENr  DUE TU CONOUCl tON AT THE HEATER » ,F10«5, / I  
MKt rE13,8)n  AVDENS,FLRATC 
851 FnRKAT| /2 t»X,14HHFAN DENSITY » ,F10.5 ,10H L8S/CU FT,10X,  
1  1  INFLOW KATE » ,F10.5 ,7H LBS/HR, / )  
K9 |Tr (3 ,8b4)  
854 FCKHAT ( /20X,  10HRA01USIFn,5X,7HTEHP(R) ,5X, l3HABCAS(BTU/HR) ,5X,  
1  13HfKGAS(BTU/HR) ,5X,2 lHRAD HEAT FLUXf f lTU/HR) , / )  
ABGASi?)  *  0 .5«ARSRPI11 
EMCASI21 »  0 .5#FMITI11  
HTFLXt -12)  «  WLA81*A8GASI21-FKIT l -FMGAS(2 l  
WKI  TCI 3,652)  RA0Hl ,TTALi2) ,  ABCASUI  ,EMGAS(2) ,HTFLXF12)  
P52 FCRHAI  (20X,F |0 .5 ,5X,F7.3 ,2X,F l3 . 6 ,5X,Fn.6 ,8X,F l4 .7 }  
nc  802 j«3 ,MCCN 
MTFLXFUI  «  ABCASW) -  EHCAS(J)  
MKI  TE I  3,8521 RADIJ) iTTALlJ ) iA8GA$|J ) ,£MGAS(J) ,HrFLXFUI  
802 CCNTINUE 
AhGASUCrN)  •  0.5#ABSRPINC0N)  
.  FPCASnCCNI  •  0.5» fP lT |NCCNl  
HTFLXFdCCNl  •  kLA82*ABGAS(  1C0N) .EMIT2-EMGASUC0NI  
HKi r£ l3 ,852)  RA0h2,TTALnC0N) ,AnGAS( tCCN) ,EHGASnCnN) ,  
1  HfFLXFdCCNI  
hRI fE(3 ,85BI  
85m FCR^ 'ArC/ / )  
KAMAT •  0  
Figure 27• Computer program 
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C RESET PSIHT C 
«60 nc «05 I«2f^ rCN 80S PSlMTntn>PStHTII,2) 
MVOENS • AVOENS lF|PSlHTC2*n-12.Sl 900(<300«90l 
<)0l IFfNC-M 905,900,900 90& Nr . 1 
nFlTIK « OELTIf/2.0 070X2 • nCLTlK/0ft2 
rorvGL > 4.0#PI*nENOP/OllTIM#OELTm K > OClIlM 
KAKAT » 7#KAKAI 9C0 iriT:MC-3n,0) 827,828,828 8?7 GC TC 6)0 
«2/1 CCHTlNVr 
ENC C C SUBRCOTUE RADATN CALCULATES THE CONTRIBUTION OF C THE GAS TO RAOIATION HEAT TRANSFER 
C SUhKCUTtNr RACATN CCKM{]N F*'lT(25)FAESRP(?5),£NG(25),ABSCFT(2S),FRACENI2»i,ANGn2l, lPRCnFR(2*^ i»FRACi25),S0LANGI l2)*LTHCLC,ULABl,MLAn2,NC0N,NTHErAt 
;RACWl.RACW2,EylSVl,E»ISV2,E)'PURl.eM{TU0ELTR,ENGFLX|2&», 1 kEAUG(25l,urABMl,UCARU2,RAO(29l,RA02l2S),RA03(2Sl,RA04l2$l» 
A RAC5(2^ },RAC6(25),SHLVQL(25) OlHf-NStCN FNAvC2S),EN-ERGY(2S>,ALAHBIS)tTERM(S), lH(5),X(SI,TMFTn2),R0IST(16,l2,16»F0LLVAU6*L2»5L,STAR(16)t 2 CHE( t6),CHA(16»,SINEEU2)tC0SINEn2l 
ALAKUlI) « 0.9061709 
ALAHÛI2I •-C.9C61709 
ALAHFTI31 > 0.538469) 
ALAMBM) .-0.5)84693 
ALA*«H(5I > Q«0 
Hill" 0.2369269 
Hf2l » 0.2369769 HO) • 0.4786287 
H(4) • 0.4786207 
HI5) « 0.5688889 
IFtLtHCLC-l) ?,U2 C CALCULATION OF PATHLENCTHS 
C I PI • 3.14159265 
ANTHfl • NTHET* 
ANCON > NCON 
OCLTH « PI/ANTHET 
OELTR « (RACW2 - RAOKTL/ANCON 
EC 60 I>T,KCQN 
DC 60 J"1,KTHETA 
DC 60 K«L,KCRN 60 HOiSTIlfJ.Kl • 0.0 
KK-NTHETA/^ • I 
THFTIL) • 0.0 
THET(KK) « PI/2.0 11 • NTHEfA/2 
DC 50 l«2,ll 
A" 1-1 
8 "II S • SQRT(n##?-A##2l bO THETMI « ATAMA/SI 
DC 51 1-1,11 
ANGin ' THMUI • O.S#ITMETI:*U-THfTUM 12 • NTMBtA - I • i 51 ANCII2I - PI - ANGin 
nC 52 I-lfll SfLANGd) • 2.0*nHETfl«lt - THETIIU J " NIHFTA-MI 52 SULANGUI • SCLANGIII WCCN • NCCN - I 
DC 30 l>l,PCCN 
At • 1 NVAR • IRACW2 - RACU«2) )/OELTR NPNHl • lRAC(I«n - RAOUn/OELTR 9 DC 79 J"1,NTHETA 
Aj.J 
ANGLE • ANG(J) SINF " SINIANGLEI NPRK2 • RAOII*2I'II.O-SINEI/OELTR NPRN) - NVAR • NPRM2 ir(NPRW2-NPRMU 110*U0»2^ 0 C C SPECULAR REFLECTION PATHLENTHS C 110 ANCON • NCON 
Figure 28.^ Computer program 
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lu NPMM4 # URAnwi - HAocu;i*siNEi/neLrm« ANCRN ANPRM4 • NPRM4 
IKNPNM4I 
12 RnisnNcnN«j«n • 2.o«soRr(HAo;iNcoN»Pi-(KAon»7)«siNf)t«;i 
r.O 10 29 1) iriNCCN . NPAM4I M.14,16 
M  O P  1 5  ^ 4 " I , ^ C C N  AN " H 
H? • scon - N i l  
ARGl • AnsUWA(;wl*(ANCnN-AN»1 .OI#nrirM)##2 - (RAOn*2)BS|NF}aB2) 
AKC7 • ARSt |MArtal*lANr.ON-ANI*nFir>l)»«? - (RA0n*2>*StNEI*t2) 15 HniSr(N2»Jfl» > SUKMARCl) - SCMTIAKO?} 
CU TU 29 
16 n r  17  N.1 ,NPRM4 U\ » hClJN - h •  I  
AN • N 
AKGI  - AASMHAnwM (ANCrN-AN* l.UI#nELTW)##2 - <H ADU *21 *51NC )  •§2  I  
AWG2 "  Af lS( (HAr iHt * iANCUN-AN)«OF.LTR)a«? -  (RAO(  t  «21 «S INE 1  * *21  
17 Rn iST<NUJt l )  •  SCRt lARGU -  SQRT|AKC2I  
.N4 »  NCON -  NPRf4  
AMG) • AnSMMADwl* (ANCnN-ANPRM4MUELfH|##2 - (RA0U*2MS(NE1##2| 
R0lsr(N<.,J,n • ?.OtSORf |AM ( i3 )  
r .C  TO 2V 
2S0 no  26  N" l ,SCnN AN « N 
AWGU > AHS((HAI:NMAN#0FlTR)e«2 - IRAOMI«HACU«2)«SIfiE/HADH211«21 
AR(»12 " ADS ( I R A C M U(AN<1.0 ) * 0 r i T R ) a * e  1 -INA0Nl#RACH*/)'SlNF/NA0W2l««2l 26 HntSTINtJtt) « SORTIAHGin - SGRT(ARG12) 
cr TO 29 29 COMISUf 
)0 CONTINUE 
nc 31 i *uhcrK AI > I STARin > ATAN(RAn{I«n/SGi tT|RAC2IU2l-RAn2n4ini 
IRU-U )1.JU42 
42 CHE( | }  •  ATANCRAnHl /S0RT|RAn2( l4n-RA(}2(2Mi  
31  r.HA{|) • ATAN(RAUM) /SQHr iRA02( l» l ) -RA02(nM 
ro 12 r*l .NTMfTA 
S INFEin  >  SIN(ANG( in  
32  cns tNCUi  -  ccs iANcnn 
nc  33 I 'UhCdN 
AI  .  1 SHLVCLlI) > 4.0/3.ntPlt(RA03(t«2) -KAD3l ( •11)  
no  33 J "UhTHETA 
1F(STAK(  n -ANGUn 14,34 ,35  
) )  OU 36  I8 i | ,5  
Xf la i  *  n .0*AlAMH( |8 )  I 'DELTR'O.^  
16  OlIVACItJtM) • XI (8 I '#2  -2 .0#RAnn*2l#XH6l  
1  *  iR«nn»2)«custNF( j n * t2  
34  I I - (0 .b«Pt -ANCi  JM 40,41 ,41  41 on 3f ie«its 
x i iR i  •  I i .o -s iNte i jn#( i .o*A iANni i8H#o.b*wAoi  1*21 
37 OLIVAI  I , J , l f l |  >  X I  M)##2-2 .0 'RAD(  I *2*#KU@I 
1  » (RA0( I»2)*C0SINPIJU*«2 
40 on  3f t  18*1 ,5  XIIHI > n.O»AlAMOtlBn*OELrRtO,5 36 CllVAl - XMdl'#2*2.0#RA0n*2l#xn8* 1 •IRA0IMlMCCS!NEUI)*t2 
33 CONTINUE 
SHLVGLINCCNI  •  4,0 /3 .0#PI#(RAn3|NCON*2 l -RAD3(NCON* lH 
C 
C CALCULATE ThE ENERGY ABSOKBtO AND EMITTED BY EACH SHELL 
? ATWET •  NTHETA 
P I  -  J .14159265 
WLAni  •  0 .0  WLAR2 • 0.0  
OU 17C N 'UkCnN 
E^ IT INI  "  0 .0  
170 AUSKP(N)  •  0 .0  
DC 200 |«1 ,NC0N 
A1 • I  
C REPLACEMENT FOR CARD WITH STATEMENT NUMBER 106 —RADIATION ONLY CASE un ENCFLXin .  •5«IENGIUU*ENGIM2I )  189 THSTAK • STAKIH 
E"n 11 l -AnSCFt  11  »«EhCf  LX l  n»SHLVf lL<  I  » 
IF INCON-n 191,191,192 
191 K l "4  
GO TO 190 
192 K1 •  I  
190 on  lo t f t  K#K| ,NTHETA 
ENGMIN "  O.0 l *39 ,O«SOLANC(K»/U.O»Pn 
AK •  K 
ANGLE • ANGfKI 
Figure 29. Computer program 
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IPITMSTAR - ANCLF) 201,201,202 202 OC 60U I8>1#5 
IP |0LIVAIl,Kit8) ) 601,601,602 601 RÇRHIIEI "0.0 GO TO 600 602 TEHH(18) # 1.0/£XPUS$C'er(n*SQMriOI.IVA|l,K,tO»M*HI ISI 6C0 CONTINUE PGRALl - 0.5#DElTR#|TFRMm + TERM(2HÎERM< 
ENAVI 11 . AeSCPT(t)«rNGFLX(n/<EXPUeSCFT(n*AA0Ut2»«C0SlNeiRM ' 1 'PWEGKAll GC TO 203 201 IF(O.StPI-ANCLE) 204,205,205 205 DC 620 :8«1,5 IP (0LLVAUFK,18) ) 621,621,622 621 TCRPIIS) - 0.0 
GO TO 620 622 TCRPU8) • (EXP( ABSCPTf 1) «SORnOLI VAII ,K, 181 H-1.0/ 1 EXPURSCPT(n*SQfiT<OLIVA{I,K,IAUn*Hl 181 
620 CONTINUE EGRALZ • RAr(I«2 i« l l.O''SINEE(Kn«(TERK<2|4TERH(lUTCRNO) lfTERM(4)tTEHM(5l) 
TNAVf  11 « ABSCPTI n*ENGPLXI n/IEXPIARSCPfi 1)«RADII•2)«C0S1NEIKII 1 #Pn#ECRAl2 203 ENERGYtn • ENAVn )*SnLANG<K> ir(CKlT(n*SCLANG(KI/(4«Q*Pn-ENERGY(tn 203U2030«20i0 2030 AeSHP(n-ABSRP(n«EHi r in«SGLANG(K)/|4«0«Pll - ENEACVIII 2031 lP(ENCRGYiII-CNGKIN) 100,100,206 206 LWALL2 • NCCN - I 
DC 20? L«t.LUALL2 LI « 141 
TCST - ABSCPT(Ln»ROlSTILl,K,I) 
IP(0.15-TES1) 2070,208,208 
2070 AHSHPUn • AT)SRP(ll) * ENERGYlll»a«0-l»0/EXP| rESrn  ENERGVd) - CNEHGYni/EXPITESTI 
GO TU 209 208 ABSRPILl» • ABSRPdl» • ENFRGY( MUTEST CNERGVIM » ENERGYni*(UO-TEST) 209 |F<ÉN6RGY(n- tN( ÎM|N> 100,100,207 207 CCNTINUr 
c 
C SPECULAR REFLECTION 
c 2071 WLAB2 - HLAB2 • EH(SV2*ENERGY({) 
ENCRGYin « ll.0-E»'ISV2)*ENERGVin 
IP(EN£ROYU)-CNGflNl 100,100,2090 2090 ANCON > NCUft 
NPRM4 • (KACHl - RA0n»2J*SINE6IKn/0ELTR*ANC0N IPINPRM41 210,210,211 C 
C ENERGY REMAINS IN OUTERMOST SHELL 
210 TEST • AHSCrT(NCONI*RC;iST<NCON,«(,n ir(0.1S-TEST» 212,213,213 212 PRACINCONl • 1.0/EXPITESTl GC TO 214 
213 FRAC<NCCN» - L.O-TFST 
214 PRACPNINCON) • I I.O-PRACUCONM/F L.O-PRACCNCQNI• (UO-EMTSV211 
AUSRP(NCON) m AeSRPINCONl • FRACEN1NC0NI«ENERGV(1» 
WLA82 ' KLAB2 * U.O-FRACENFNCONI («ENERCVI11 GO TO 100 211 IPINCON - NPRM4) 216,216,217 C ENERGY STRIKES INNER HALL C 
C CALCULATION OF ENERGY FRACTIONS 
216 K1 - 1 
PKOO • 1.0 21610 00 2161 N1«K1,NC0N 
NKL-NL 
IF(NCON-NLL 2162,2162,21601 21601 Ml m NCON - N1 
M3 " NCON-KL (F(A8SIA8SCFT|M1*U-ABSCFTIM3I) - 0.5I 2:61,2161,216? 2161 CONTINUE 2162 JP m Kl 
Kl"NKltl 
M2 " NCON - JP SUHRNL " RDISTIM2*l,K,n 
IFINKI-JPI 2167,2167,2168 2166 I1#K1-JP-1 00 2163 Jl"l,:l 
M3 - M2 - Jl 2163 SUMRML " SUMRML • R0TST(M3«l,Ktll 2167 TEST " ABSCFT<M2«-1I«SUMRNL 
tFI0.15-TFST) 2164,2165,2163 2164 PRG0FR<M1«1) m UO/EXP(TEST| GO TO 2166 2165 P.ROOPRIHUI) # l.O-TEST 2166 PROD " . PROOFR(HU1|«PROO 
IFfNCON-KU 2169,21610,21610 
2169 OENOH • 1.0 - U.O-EMI$VU#(1.0-EMISV2L*PROO#E2 
PRODI • 1«0 
Figure 30., Computer program 
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MKCD2 • UO DC 216X4 N?-ltNCCN 
M4 • NCNN-N2 
TEST « A6SCFTLH4*U*R0LSTTK4*L,R.N 
IFIO.15 - TEST) 21615.21616,21616 21615 FKAC(M«4U • UO/ËXP(TCSn CC TC 21617 21616 PMACIM44 1) • 1.0-TFST 21617 PKn02 • PR0R2*FKAC(H4«1) 
FKACEMM4*11 - (1.0-FKACIP4M) 1«{PRODI«(UO-ENISV1} J#PftPD«t2/pRCC2l/nCNCf AHSRP|H4«1) • A8SHP(M4*ll*FRACEh(M4*U#ENERGY( 11 21614 PRUDl - PR0C2 HLABl • WlABl • (EMISVl*PR00/DEN0H)«6NERCVtn 
HLAb2 - WLAB2 * IEMSV2' U.0-EM|SVU*PR0D##2/DEN0M) «ENERGY I: I 
GU TC 100 C CNCRCr STRIKES OUTER WALL REPEATEDLY 
C 217 Kl"! 
PRON • 1.0 fNPRK4 « NCON - NPRH4 • 1 21710 OG 2171 N1-KI,HNPRH4 ' 
NKL.NL 
If(MNPRM4-NlI 2172,2172,21701 21701 Ml • NCON - Nl 
«3 • NCON-Kl tF(AHS(ARSCFT(PUn-ARSCFT(H3W - 0.51 217112171,2172 2171 CONTINUE 2172 JP • R1 
Kl-NKl*l K2 • NCCN - JP SUMRWL • RDIST(P2*l,K,n  
IP<NK1-JPI  2177,2177,2176 2178 n • Kl-JP-1 
DC 2173 J2-1,I1 
M3 • M2-JI 2173 SUMKWL " SUMRWL • ROl ST ( K3* UK# It 2177 TCST • ABSCFT*K2*n#SUMRwL |F(0.15-TESTI 2174,2175,2175 2174 PROCFM(XUn • UO/EXP(TEST) 
CC TC 2176 2175 PR0CFH(M1*U • 1.0 - TEST 2176 PROC ' PRCO*PRCCFR (KUU 
IF(MNPRP4-KII 2179,21710,21710 2179 MPRM4 • NCOS - NPRP4 TEST • ABSCFT(rPRM4| »RDIST(MpRM4,K,n 
IF(0.15-TCSTi 21711,21712,21712 217U TRAClMPAMt.) > l.O/EXP(TEST) 
GC TO 21713 21712 FRACIMPRH4) > 1.0-TEST 21713 DENCK > FRAC(KPRM41- I1.0-EPISV2}*PRO0««2 
PMCOl* FRAC(MPKP4) 
PRCC2 » 1.0 00 21714 N2"1,PPRM4 
H4-NCCN-N2 TEST « ABSCFTlM4*ll#RDIST(M4+l,K,n  
IF(0.15-TEST1 21715,21716,21716 21715 FKAC(M4«l) • UO/EXP(TEST) 
GC TC 21717 21716 rRAC(M44n • 1.0-TFST 21717 PKC02 > PR002#FRAC(M4*ll 
FRACEN(M4*U • 11.0-FRACIH4«U>^ (PRODt4PROD**2/PR002)/OENOM 
ABSRP(M4+1I • A6SRP(P44-1I • FRACENlH4«n«ENERGV( 11 21714 PRODI » PR0D1#FRAC(M4*U 
A6SRPIMPRM4J • ABSRPIMPRM4 MM l.O-FRAC (MPRM41 * *PROO/OENOM # 
MENERGYUI WLAB2 • WIAB2 • IEXISV2*PR00«*2/0EN0M)«ENEXCYI11 
GO TO 100 C FOR THETA GREATER THAN 90 DEGREES 
C 204 DO 640 IB"1,5 
IF (0L1VA(I,K,I6) > 641,641,642 641 TERMIIB) " 0.0 GO TO 640 642 TERM(IB) • l«0/EXPUBSCFTn)«SQRT(0LlVAII,K,Idin*H(IS) 640 CONTINUE 
EGRAL3 " 0,)*DELTR#nERM(UtTERM(21»TERMn)*TEAM|4M1ERMI9n 
ENAVUl " AB5CFTn)*ENGFLX(II/IEXPCABSCFT(n«RA0ll42)«C0$l¥4E(Kn 1 #PI)#EGRAL3 
ENERGY(l) " ENAV(n«SOLANCIK) 
IFt£Hir(n*S0LANG(K)/(4.0*Pl)-ENERCY(Ill 643,644,644 644 ABSRPm"A65RP(II*EMlTrn#SOlANC(K*/M.OePn-ENERGY<n 643 NPRHl # |RACU*ll-RADWn/DELTR lF<NPRNl-n 399,2620,2630 
399 WLABl  "  HLABL •  Ef* I$V l *ENER6Yf I I  
CC TO 100 
Figure 31. Computer program 
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?620 C^ EAHC » CHFdl — 
F F L C M E F - F N  2 6 2 Z , ? 6 2 ? , 2 6 2 I  
*2621 ADSS^IN • AESAPDI • EKEII6T(N«II«O'U0/EX^IAESCFTIII 
H I . A 9 1  •  W L A C l  •  e P | & V l « E H E I t 6 v n i / C I ^ U { ^ S C F r i U * I O l S T | | t f t f l * l l l  
CC TC 100 
2622 DC 2626 N«UKCCN tftr # *|l»CPfiN|*«OIST(N«Ktl*>ll l^ ie.lS-fESTI 262),2ùf4,?»f* 
2623 ABSRPIN*  "  AaSR#(M»ESERGV(  X l # (  l .O- i .O/emf  ITE&TU 
E K E f f & V d )  •  £ K E i C Y ( l l / E V » l T E S T }  
CC TC 2625 
2624 A&SRPI f t )  m A&S«P(Nt  •  ENEf t f iY< 1 )  «TEST 
ENEBCviii  "  EitEiCTdi*!i .o-rrsn 
2625 I^ IENEKCYd i -ENC" l« i |  100,100,2626 
2626 CCSTI  SUE 
CC TC 2CTI  26)0 HPR>'2 • *ACd*lMd.O-SlhEElKn/CElTN àSppM: • spi»»»? 
h P R " 3  >  |NACw2-4 iCd*2H/CELTR#ANP»# '2  
IP |hPRP2-%)  264,264,2631 
26)1  IMS#M#2-d#ACd#n - •ACHl l /CELTf fd  265,266*266 
264 Chang "  CH&d)  
IF(PI -CPASG-ASGLEI  2640,26400,26400 
264CC ICCS "  SCCN- t«2  
Cf .  264C1 S» l ,LCCN 11 • l - 2 * \  
TtSr • ABSCFTIll *#"ClST(ll,;,|-n iriC.lV-TeST) 26402,2640,26403 
26402 A 2 S # P ( l l )  "  A e S » P I ( . lU£ H E R C Y d )*d*0- l«Q/ E K P t T E S T ) . )  
E^EKGYd I  •  E4EBCYd l /e*AdEST|  
GC TC 26404 
2 6 4 0 3  A b S ^ P U n  •  A B S A P I L U  *  E N E K & V d  > * T E & T  
E V f B G T d l  >  E h E * G Y d  I # d . c - T E S T |  
2( .404 IF IESERGYdl -EKCPIHl  IOC,  100,26401 
264C1 CTNTINLE 
GC TC 2C71 
2640 leSPPCI-n « Ae5RPd- l ) *EhERGYd )*d.0-1.0 /E%P*AB5CPTd- l l  
l*HSISTd-l,«,1-1)11 
ENE«CVd)  •  ENE«»GVdl^F*PJAeSCFTd-l»*RCISTd- l , iC,I - in  
ASSaPd-2) • APS^Pd-2MESE«GYd Md.C-1 .0 /EKP(AB5CFTd*2 l  
i*0CisTd-2*K,i- ini  
ENEt^GYd)  •  EKEf tGYdl /ExP|ABSCFTd -2 ) * I IC lSTd-2,K ,2 - l l )  
GC TC 264CC 
?65 LCCS •  SPR#2*1 
2656 CO 2650 N- l ,LCCN 
2653 11  •  Î -N 
2655 TCST •  Af tSCFTtLU««ClST(L l ,K , I -n  tf(C .15-TEST)  2657,2658,2658 
2657 AeSRPIL l )  •  ABSRPI lU+ENEAGYd («d .O- l .O/EXPdESTU 
ESERGYdf  •  ENERGYd ) /E l l>dEST)  
GC TC 2659 
2658 AeSRP( l l )  •  ABSRPdl }  +  ESERGYd l *TEST 
ENERGYdl  •  ENERGYd ) *d .O-TEST|  
2659 IF IEhERGYd * -EhGMISI  100,100,2650 2650 CCNTIKUr 
IF iNCCH-LU 2651,2651,2652 
2651 GC TO 2071 
2652 LCCN •  NCCN-: *1*NP#M2 
N l  •  2  
GO TC 2656 
266 00  2660 N" l ,NPRf* l  
L I  >  1-N 
TEST «  ABSCFTai ) *^CIST(L l ,K , I - l l  
(F (0 .15-TFST)  2601,2602,2602 
2601 ABSRPan #  ABSRP(L l ) *ENERGVdl«d«0*U0/EX^ITeSTn 
ENERGYdl  e  EhERGVd ) /EXPCTEST)  
GC TO 2603 
2602 ABSRPILd #  ABSRPdU *  ENERGYd 1«TEST 
ENERGYdl  -  ENERCYUI*d .O-TEST» 
2603 (F(EN£RCVf l f -ENCNtNt  100,100,2660 
2660 CONTINUE 
HLABl  -  ULA8t«El * ISVl«ENERCYd)  
GO TO 100 
C 
C MUST ACQ REFLECTION-  STATEMENTS IF  HEATER ISN,T A BLACK BOOV 
C 
100 CONTINUE 
1010 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
Figure 32.. Computer program 
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SUBROUTINE MLEHIT CALCULATES THf CONTRIBUTIC* OF THF WALLS 10 KACIATION MCAT THANSFEN 
SUMCUTlNr  WL(# IT  
C INNER «ALL 
CC#MUN E * ' IT ( ? 5 I « A B S H P I ?S) » E N C (2SUAeSCFT( 2 S )»FRACCN(25)«ANGU2l«  
iPRC0FH(2S) tFRAC(?5) tSOLANC( t2 l *LTHCLC*«LABl«MLAS2fNCON«NTMCTAi  /RADWN;AD#2,E#JSVL#EMJSY2,EM#W*I,FMFYI,CEL7*,ENCFLJ((2>># ) WCABGI25*,KEAB#,I,MEAMW2,KADI2)#,RA02(2)UAAD)L25*#AAD4L2)), 
4  K A C S I 2 9 I « R A D 6 < 2 % ) « S H L V C L ( 2S I  
DIMENSION f i iALLt ( l6« l2 l  
NTHETA «  NTHCIA/2  
IF(LThCLC-n 2f l»2  
1  D C  6 0  I - l . N C r N  
D C  6 0  J > t * N r H E T A  60 ^ hALLllItJ) • 0.0 
•  nc  52  #"1 ,NTWETA 
A w # P  
A N G L E " A N G I # I  
S INE •  SIMANCLEI  
DC il N>i«NCCN 
A N  •  N  •  I  
A»GU •  AeSI IKACBl«AN« 0 £ L T R i »*2  -  1R ACh 1*S INE )  • •21  
AW & 1 7  •  A y S M R A C w X * ( A N * i . 0 ; * D E l T P l # * 2  -  I R A D H l « S I N E  1  • • 2 )  
roALL l IN.»)  •  SCRFIARGin  -  SCRT|ARG161 
>1 CONTINUE 
52 CONTINUE 
C 
c 
C ENERGY C» ' (TTEC FRCP INNER WALL 
C 
2  D C .  3 C C C  N « 1 . N T H E T A  
P I  '  3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5  
A N  T H E  I  "  N T h E T A  
FNGM1N"C.G1#39.0#S0LANG<NI / I4 .0*PXI  
P | - l C C . O # & C l A N C I N ) / M . O #Pn  
IF iF l -ENGPIN)  3CC0»30C0»3Ci  
IC I  I ' l - l  
P R C C ' I . C  
1 1 0  O L  ) 0 « !  N 4 « M , N C 0 N  
N K l « N *  
IHNCCN-N*» 3C3$30) ,304 
104 i r u H SURSCFT(Kn -AUSCFTIN4«in -  0.51  302,302,303 
3C2 CCNTINUF 
3 C 3  J P « R 1  
K lmNKl* !  
SUPRWL'EWALLI IJPtN l  
IF (NKl -JP-n  306,306,305 
305 I4 .JP*1  
D L  1 0 7  J 4 - l 4 , N t i I  
3 0 7  S U M k w L " S U M N # , L * E m A l L l  (  J 4 , N )  
306-T tST •  ARSC»TIJP)»SUPPKL 
i n c . 1 5 - T E S T !  3 0 6 , 3 0 9 , 3 0 9  
308 PKC0FK(JP»- l .C /6XP(TCST» 
?C TC 3 i t  
309 PROOFR(JP)  »  1 .0 -TEST 
311 PROD •  PRCD«PRCCFR{JPt  
/  IF (NCCN-Kl )  312,310,310 
312 P K U D l  •  1 .0  
PR0C2 • 1,0 
DENOP "  UO- f  1 .0 -EMISVl )» ( i .O*EPISV2)«PROO*«2 
nc  313 H«1,NCCN 
TEST •  ABSCFT|P)«EhALL l lP ,NI  
IF (0 .15-TESTI  314,315,319 
.314 EKACIP)  •  UO/EXP(T£ST)  
GC TC 316 
315 FRACIMI  •  1.0-TEST 
316 PR0C2 •  PKnC2*FRACtP> 
FHACENIPI  •  (1 .0-FRAC|Hn*(PRODl«( l .O-£WISV2) tPRnO««2/PR0O2) /OENOM 
WfABGIP)  >  E1*FRACENIW) 
313 PMCCl  •  PR0C2 
WEA6W1 •  El#EPISVl# l i .0 -EPISV2*«PR00##2/DEN0M 
WEABW2 •  Ei#ENISV2#PR0D/DEN0M 
30C0 CONTINUE 
350 NTMETA •  2*NTHETA 
RETURN 
END 
Figure 33. Computer program 
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T H E  K A I N  P R O G R A M  F C R  
H E A T  T R A N S F E R  I N  A  R A C I A T I N C  F L U I D  W I T H  
T C K P E R A T U R C  C E ( » C N D € N T  P R O P E R T I E S  
I H A P I A T I O N  C N L Y )  
GALEN C BFTLTI 
CCMMCN E» ' IT i25UAB5RP{?5UESC(2S)»AeSCFrc?5t iFRACENI?Si»ANC( i ;U  )PPCDFR(?5),PRAC|G%),&NIANCU2*,LTHCLC,WL.APUWLAH2,NC0N,NTMETA, 7MACK%*MADH;,GKMVI,KK;^VG,*:MPWMUFMHL,L:TL!H,PNQ#LN|/»|, ) HEA^GI25)«K<EABKIL »B£AHH2«RAC(19I|FTA02I2S)TRAOII;»)TRAO4IT»), 
4 KAC^<25)»RAC6(25) tSHLV0L(2S> 
OIKCNSICN ESTCC\(25)  ,AEST(25) ,ALPHA* 85) iE^PCWR(89) tPSU6»)«  
lTEKP(d5) ,CFTI85) ,ACfT(2S) ,CENSI85 l ,CUN0(e ; ) ,DENCAP(85 l#  2CAP(8!,l,AbGASI25nrKGASI25),RTEMP(2),2l,RH0(25nHTFlXFU5l 
3 fVCLSHH25UCCNCC{25 l  
4  ,TCMIT(25J .TAeS«P(25»fTA8CASI2 i» .T£KGAS<25» 
KEAC( l t70 l  I  NCCN»NTer rA |RAnta l *MAr ta2 ,E» ' lSV l tEHlSV2 
701 FrR> 'ATJ2I5#10X,5r iO,5J  
REACH 1702) DELT t NNULL tNALL * CI f 02 
702 FCRI 'ATIF10.5»2I5 .2P10.5 I  i<FAC(U7oci (rtHP(i),oENS(n.ccNn(ntPsnn*CAPii),ALPHA!UtCFTin 
• l,EMPr*R| I ) ,  I - I .85)  
7C0 FLRMAÎ I2X»F5.0 ,F7.2 ,Fm.4#F10.5 ,F6.4 ,E l2 .6 .F7.4 ,E l2 .6 )  
KHITE(3 .703I  
703 FCRMATIMS 2CX,12H INPUT CATA , / / / /#  
WRN(N,7C4) 
704 FCRKAT(2CX,89H NCON NTHETA RACWl  RACW2 kMISVl  EMSV2 0  
1ÇLTIK NNULL NAIL  CI  02  • / )  
taMl  r rO |705 l  kCCN,NTHLTA,RACW|,NA0W2,EPlSVi ,EMISV2,DElTX#,NNULL,  
INALL*( i1*C2 
70» FCR* 'AT(?0X.M, l8 t5X,FS.2 f f3X*F5.2 f3X,F6.3>3X«F6.1*3X»F6«3t lX«n*5X» 
U3,4X,F6.2 ,5X,F5.2)  
WK{rE13t706)  
706 FCR^ATI ' l * )  
FLURTH • l.eat4 
•CC 10  Ml ,NAIL  
10 EWPCkAU) » FCLRTWEKPCWRU) 
C 
C IMTIAUE PRCBLEM 
C 
OcLtR -  (RAr ta2>MA0Wl) /NC0N 
TIKE «  0 .0  
CFLTI* '  «  1 .0 /6 .0  
P l« l .14159265 
ICCN >  NCDN*2 
o r  eoc  l 'U iccN 
AI.I 
RACU) » A1«DELTR 
R&C2(n  •  RACI I )«RAC( I }  
QAC1U ) * RAC2CN*RAC(I) 
MAC4n )  >  |A I *0 .5 )#nElTK 
RAC5(n  «  RAC4(1)«RAC4( I )  
KA06II) • KAC5(|)«RAC4|I I 
RTCMPiltl) • TEfP(NNULL) 
RHCn I  « CENS(NNULl )  
ESTCONI I )  >  CCNOINNULL)  
OENCAPCI)  «  ALPHA(KNULL) /CCNOINNULL*  
ArST(  n>ALPHA(NNULL)  
A8SCFTI I )  m CFT(KNULL)  
eCO ENCI I  ( "CMPCWRIhNULD 
AREA!  »  4 .0«Pl "RAnWl#*2  
CNIT l  >  EHtSVl«4.0«Pt«RA0Ml««2«EvPCMR<NNULLl  
EMI2"C.O 
HVCENS •  OENSINNULL)  KAHAT • 0 
X m O.C 
KATH « -1 
NC -  0  
AKEAl  •  4.0#PI#RA0W1##2 
RTEMPl  •  lOCO.O 
LCCN »  NCON-1 
OENCM •  0 .0  
DO 833 t -WLCCN 
633 OFNCH >  OENCM •  (RAOSI  I *U*RAD511*211/2 .0  
TCTVCL •  4.0*PI«OENCM/OELTlKtOELTR 
C 
C CALCULATE THE IN IT IAL RADIATION CONTRIBUTION 
C 
LTHCLC-1 
CALL 8A0ATN 
CALL hLEMIT 
LTMCLC • 2 
EMIT l  '«  (Q l *MLA01) /a .O-HEA6Ul / lOO«OI  '  
WLABl  •  WLA01*WEABW1#EM%T1/100,0  
DO 740 I« l ,NCON 
740 ABSRPI I I  •  ABSRP( I ) tMEAB6(n«EM|T l / i00*0  
Figure 34._ Computer program 
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C 
c 
6)0  TIME «  T iMEtCElT IM 
KAMAT •  KAMAT*!  
C 
C CALCULATE TEMPERATURE PROFILE 
C 
on 001 I - l iNCCN 
eol RT C MPIUZ}  >  R T E H P( l , U  •  O E L T tNtOENCAPUl«UBSRPi11-
1 EKITint /SHLVCLU}  
C  
C EVALUATE T 
C 
OC 812 J« l»NCCN 
IF |RTEPP(J ,2) -425.0)  320,320,321 
320 NCAL •  RTEMP*J,21 /5 .0 -39 .0  
CC TC 32? 
321 NCAL " RTEMPU,2)/25.0+29.0 
322 IF(RTEPPUt2) -T€MP (N0ALn 500,501,504 
500 OC 311 l - l ,NALL 
K-KCAL- I  
IF (RTEMP(J ,2 I -TEMPIKH 311,502» 503 
311 CONTINUE 
502 11"K 
GO TC 312 
503 11>K«1 
GO TO 312 
501 I I "NCAL 
GC TO 312 
504 DC 511 I -1 ,NALL 
K.NCAL* :  
lF )RT£KP|J ,2 t -TEMPlK) )  505,505,511 
511 CONTINUE 
505 n -K 
312 CONTINUE 
RATIO »  (TEKPnU-RTEMPU,2n/ (TEMP| IU-TEMP( : l - in  
RKC(J)  •  OENSUl>- (CCNS( I l ) -OENS( t l - in«RATIO 
ENGFLXIJl •  EKPCHRnU- IEr 'POURI in -EMPOhRdl - lMtRATIO AescFTtj» •  CFTnn-(CFTiin -CFTn i - in«RATio  
AESTU)  •  ALPHAnn-fALPHAIin-ALPHAUl -UURATIO 
ESTCONIJ)  -  CONOnn - (CONC(in -CCNOni - lU«RATIO 
RHCtJ)  •  DENSdU' IOENSI in -OENSdl - l lMRATlO 
«12 OCNCAPWl  •  AESTiJWESTCONU) 
C 
C CALCULATE RADIATION CONTRIBUTION 
C 
CALL RADATN 
CALL taLEMIT 
CPITI  "  IGl tWlABl l / l l .O-WEABWl / lOO.OI  
EMPtaRl  "  EMi r i / IEMISVleAREAl l  
NCAL •  RTEMPl /25 .0*29.0  
IF  IEMPWR1-EMPCWRINOAL11 950,951,954 
950 DC 911 l - t ,NALL 
K-NOAL-I 
i r tEHPWRl-EPPCHRIK) )  911*952,953 
911 CONTINUE 
952 I l -K  
GC TO 912 
953 I1 "K*1  
GC TO 912 
951 I l -NOAL 
GO TO 912 
954 DC 961 I "1 ,NALL 
K»NOAL*I 
IF IEMPWRl-EPPCNRIKl l  955 ,955,961 
961 CONTINUE 
955 I l -K  
GO TO 912 
912 CONTINUE 
RTEHPl  .  TEMPI t l l  -  (TEHpni l -TEMPni -n i  
1  • (EHPOUR( lU-EMPhRl l / IEMPOMR( l l ) -ENPOHRMI- lM 
00  631 I - l fNCCN 
631 ABSRPdl  •  ABSRPI I  ) *WEABG( XMEMIT l /100.0  
WLABl  "  WLABl fWEABWl 'EMlT l / lOO.O 
C 
C CALCULATE THE MEAN DENSITY AND THE MASS FLOW RATE 
C 
AVOENS "  0 .0  
OC 646 I«1 ,LCCN 
RHOMN #  (RACSd«l )«RHOd)  *RAD5d*2 l#RM0d* lU/2 .0  
648 AVOENS «  AVCENS+RHOKN 
AVOENS "  AVDENS/OENOM 
FLRATE -  T0TVCL«(6V0ENS-AVDENS)  
IF<OELTIH-XI  902,902,903 
902 IF(KAHAT-12)  660,296,296 
903 IF(KAMAT-6I  660,296,298 
Figure 35. Computer program 
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C PRINT nUT RESULTS 
C 
798 CONI IKUC 
A49 WKMR<3,8SOI TIMF 850 FCRHAH'OSJIH TFfPFRATURE PROFRF AT T IME •  IF6.2I 6H MRS.  , / / )  
t iR IT t l  C l tWLAei tCHi r i  
853 fnRH&H/?0X»5>«Cl  «  »F6.? iRH HTU/m ,5X,9H HLABl  •  iF lO. i t  
I  8H HTl /HK »9H EM|T1 >  ,F10.5 ,8H RTU/HR , / i  
HRITtn .nOAl  RTFHPl  ,AVDCNS»FLRATF 856 FCRMAM/ l»X, l4H HCATCR TFwp . ,F? .2 ,ZH KI 9X iUHMEAN DENSITY 1 FlO. ï i lQH LBS/CU FTTSXTUHFINW RATE ",F10.5,7H IHS/HR#/*  
WHITCI3,854I 
85*  FrRPAr i / ÎOX. lD 'RAniUSJFTJ.5X»7HTfMP(H»,5X,5HSH£LL»5X,  
1  l lMARSRP(Rru /Hr t )  ,5X»12HEHIT(HTU/HR) i5X« 
2  24HNET IN  SHELLOACT IV  HIH.* / )  
N U  A 0 2  J « 1 T N C O N  
MTFlXFUl  •  JABSRP(JJ-CKIT<J |  ) /EP| T l  
WRlTEO.R 'kSI  KADSU«lWMlEHP( i»2>*J» f t {«SHf» tJUt lHntJ )»HlF lXFU)  
855 FCRMAr<20X»F10.5 i5X»F7.3 i5X,n«5X»Fn. r t5X»Fl2 .7» lSX»F10.6 l  
802 CUNTINUr  URURNTB^EI 
858 rCRHAM/ / )  
KAMAT • 0 
c 
C «rSFT RTFKP 
C 
P60 OC f l05  l - l .NCCN 
805 RTCHPUt l )  «  RTEMP( | ,2 )  
HVCrNS »  AVCCNS 
IFCMTEPPI l tU-eOO.O)  900,900,901 
901 IMNO-U 905,900,900 
905 NO •  I  
nr iT IM -  0EIT IK/2 .Q 
TOTVni  "  4 .0«P|»0ENCK/0Ei r i f«0ELTR 
x-nti.i iM 
KAPAT > 2>RAfAT 
9C0 IF IT I fE-30 .01  627,828,828 
«27 GO TC 830 
828 CONTINUE 
Ffin 
Figure 36. Computer program 
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NUNENCLATUKE 
AbGASd)  ENERGY AOSORBEO BY TWO HALF SHELLS 
AQSCPrn# MEAN AQSnKPTtON COEFFICIENT IN  A SHELL 
AD^MKU # ChEKCY An^ONggO OY A SHELL 
ACFKU CALCULAFCO Af iSCKPTION COE#FXCIPNT 
AESni )  CALCULATED THCKHAL HIFFUSIVITY 
ALAVBdl  GAUSSIAN OUACRATURE COEFFICIENTS 
ALPHAJI I  THERMAL O lFFUSIVITY 
AVOENS MEAN DENSITY 
CAPdl  HEAT CAPACITY 
CFTI I )  RADIATION ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT 
CONDU) IHbRHAL CONDUCTIVITY 
CCNnC(K)  CALCULATED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
DCELTR RACIAL SUBINTERVAL 
DELTH ANGULAR GRID INTERVAL 
OELTIM TIME GKin INTERVAL 
DELTR RACIAL GRID INTERVAL 
DENSD) DENSITY 
DPSUn CHANGE \H PSt  IN  ONE AAOlAL GRID INTERVAL 
EHGASdi  ENERGY EHdTED BY TWO HALF SHELLS 
EHISVL EPISSIVITY OF HCATFR 
EMISVZ EMSSIVI  TY OF OUTER WALL 
fH lTd> CNCBGY EMITTED BY A SHELL 
EMIT*  ENERGY EMITTED AT THE HEATER 
EMdZ ENERGY EMITTED AT IHE OUTER WALL 
EHPOWRdl  EMISSIVE POWER 
EHPVi f t l  EMISSIVE POWER OF HtATEH 
ENAud)  RADIANT ENERGY EMITTED FROM A SHELL PER UNIT SOLID ANGLE 
ENf - 'GYdi  ENERGY LEAVING A SHELL AFTER BEING PARTIALLY ABSORBED 
ENGdl  CALCULATED EMISSIVE POWER 
E*L fLXU)  MEAN EMISSIVE POWER IN  A SHELL 
CNGHIN MINIMUM ENERGY AT WHICH THE HISTORY OF A RAOIANT 6£AN 
WILL HE FOLLOWCO 
EWALLl lN fM)  PATH LENGTH IN  SHELL H OF RADIANT ENERGY LEAVING THE HEATER 
AT ANGLE M 
FLRATE MASS FLOW KATE 
Hd)  GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE COEFFICIENTS 
HTFLXFdl  NET ENERGY ABSORBED BY TWO HALF SHELLS 
NALL INDEX REFERRING TO F INAL DATA CARD 
NCON NUMBER OF SHELLS 
NNULL INDEX CCRRESPDNOING TO IN IT IAL CONDITIONS 
NTHkTA NUMR' rR OF ANGLES IN  ISO DEGREES 
PRHCin  VALUE OF RHO IN  A SUBINTERVAL 
PPStd)  VALUE CF PSI  IN  A SUBINTERVAL 
PSId)  in tegra l  OF K OT 
PS lHTd,2 l  CALCULATED PSHU 
Q HEAT DUE TO CONDUCTION AT HEATER 
01  HEAT SUPPLIED BY HEATER 
02  MEAT SUPPLIED HY OUTER WALL 
RADd)  RACIAL POSITION 
RADWl  RADIUS OF HEATER 
RAOWZ RADIUS OF OUTSIDE WALL 
RDISTdfJvK)  PATH LENGTH IN  SHELLI  OF RADIANT ENERGY LEAVING SHELL K 
AT ANGLE J  
RHOdl  MEAN DENSITY 
SHLVOLdI  VOLUME OF A SHELL 
SCLANGin  SCLIO ANGLE 
TEMPd)  TEMPERATURE 
T IMF CURRENT T IME 
TTALd)  CALCULATED TEMPERATURE 
VOLSHLdl  -  VOLUME OF TWO HALF SHELLS 
WEABGdl  ENERGY ABSORBED BY A SHELL PER 100 BTU'S EMITTED BT HEATER 
WEABWi  ENERGY ABSORBED BY HEATtR PER 100 BTU'S ENITTEO BY HEATER 
WEABW2 ENERGY ABSORBFO BY OUTER WALL PER 100 BTU*S EMITTED BY HEATER 
hLABl  ENERGY ABSORBED 8Y HEATER 
WIAB2 ENERGY ABSORBED BY OUTER WALL 
OTHER VARIABLES DEFINED LOCALLY 
Figure 37. ITomenclature for computer program 
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APPENDIX H 
Oxygen Data 
The data for oxygen between 200 and 1000° R and at 950 psi. are 
reported in Figure 38. The following list defines the symbols of Figure 
38 and gives the units. 
TEMP temperature (°R) 
DENS density (lbs./ft?) 
COUD thermal conductivity (BTU/hr.ft. °R) 
PSI integral of k with respect to T (BTU/hr.ft.) 
CAP heat capacity (BTU/lb. ^ k) 
ALPHA thermal diffusivity (ft?/hr.) 
OFT radiation absorption coefficient (ft:^ ) 
EMPOWR 2 emissive power (BTU/hr.ft.) 
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